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SUMMARY 
 As electric vehicles become more prevalent on today’s roads, there is a question as 
to what to do with the lithium-ion batteries after the vehicles have reached end-of-life. One 
proposed solution is to reuse the batteries as energy storage for a home to provide energy 
cost savings, increased energy independence, and back-up power. However, several studies 
have shown that the economics of such use cases can be challenging. Thus, we propose the 
addition of another use case: providing DC fast charging to an electric vehicle. Because the 
batteries can be charged slowly and discharged quickly to charge a vehicle, the high cost 
of the electrical infrastructure typically required for fast charging can be avoided, and home 
fast charging may provide enough value to the user to offset the upfront cost of such a 
device.  
 In this thesis we examine three existing electric vehicle batteries and propose a 
generalized design to reuse them for home energy storage and vehicle charging. We put 
emphasis on how the existing thermal management components can be reused to allow for 
high rates of discharge at minimal additional cost. We create an electro-thermal model to 
estimate the thermal performance of such systems while accounting for uncertainty. We 
also estimate the thermal management system power consumption and effect thermal 
management has on battery lifetime. We conclude with a simulation of the device’s use in 
three US cities and calculate performance based on changes in household energy use, 
energy cost, and the amount of vehicle fast charging provided.   
 Results show that for low power draws, like those required to power a home, 
passive cooling methods are adequate due to the low heat generated relative to the high 
xvii 
thermal mass of the batteries. However, at the higher discharge rates like the 50 kW typical 
of DC fast charging, the batteries see a significant temperature rise under passive cooling 
and also take several hours to cool back down. This is undesirable for safety reasons and 
for mitigating the rate of battery degradation. Including active liquid or air cooling 
significantly reduces the maximum battery temperature and cooldown rate, increasing 
safety and reducing degradation. Additionally, estimates for the power consumption of 
these active thermal management systems show that fans dominate the power use, but 
overall the total consumption is relatively low (on the order of 100 watts). 
Simulations of realistic usage in homes shows that the devices can reduce grid 
reliance by around 20% and provide an average of around 20 miles of charge in 10 minutes 
per fast charge event. However, inefficiencies in the system increase overall energy 
consumption slightly and energy cost savings are minimal in most cases. Additionally, 
close analysis of the simulations reveals tradeoffs between providing home energy storage 
and vehicle charging.  
 Ultimately, the results of this study prove the feasibility of reusing electric vehicle 
batteries for home energy storage and vehicle fast charging, however additional studies are 
required to determine if such devices are economically viable. This would include 
estimates of system cost, the utility of home vehicle fast charging to customers, and more 
detailed analysis of battery degradation in both first and second life. Such information 
could also be used to determine the optimal battery energy management and thermal 
management strategy.  
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Opportunities for Second Life Batteries 
Electric vehicles (EVs) are becoming ever more prevalent on roads across the 
United States and the world. An estimate by Bloomberg New Energy Finance predicts 
electric vehicles will outsell internal combustion engine vehicles globally by 2038 [1]. 
Electric vehicles are an attractive option for those looking to reduce emissions and mitigate 
their climate impact, however, the batteries that power these vehicles degrade over time [2, 
3]. Eventually when these batteries reach approximately 70-80% of their original energy 
capacity they are expected to be no longer desirable for use in electric vehicles [4]. What 
to do with these batteries after vehicle life is a current issue of debate. Placing these 
batteries in a landfill is undesirable due to their mild toxicity, and proper dismantling and 
recycling of these batteries is currently a costly endeavor, with the reclaimed value of the 
materials rarely offsetting the costs [3]. For these reasons many have proposed that reusing 
these batteries at end of vehicle life (EOL) as stationary energy storage might provide the 
greatest benefits for the economy and environment, by producing additional value and 




1.2 Potential for Second-life Batteries as Residential Energy Storage 
It is expected that at end of vehicle life, the now decreased energy density of the 
batteries makes them unsuitable for automotive use, however they could be used in 
stationary applications where weight and size are of lesser importance [4-6]. This could be 
done at a grid-level scale or at a residential, commercial, or industrial scale where they 
could provide a variety of functions such as demand shifting, renewable energy storage, or 
frequency regulation [5]. Studies project that demand from any one of these use cases will 
not match the supply of second-life batteries, and thus multiple use cases must be 
considered [4].  
One such use case is to reuse EV batteries to provide behind-the-meter energy 
storage for homes. Companies like Tesla already sell new batteries for home energy storage 
and some have proposed that a similar product could be made with reused electric vehicle 
batteries [6-8]. Residential energy storage can be used for several different applications, 
including:  
• Energy shifting: shifting energy use from high price peak times to low cost 
times. 
• Demand charge reduction: reducing the peak power demand of the home 
to avoid demand charges from the utility. 
• Solar energy storage: storing rooftop solar energy to offset temporal 
variation in production and demand. 
• Back-up power: providing back-up power during power outages.  
 3 
The value to the customer comes not just from direct monetary savings on their energy 
bill due to energy shifting and demand charge reduction, but also the value of greater 
energy independence from solar storage and the value of increased resilience from back-
up power. If the combined value of these functions exceeds the costs of a second-life 




1.3 The Challenging Economics for Residential Energy Storage 
For many people, the capabilities of home energy storage systems are attractive, 
however some studies have found that implementing home energy storage has marginal 
economic returns if any at all for most US locations under current electricity prices [9, 10]. 
One reason is that batteries and the necessary power electronics have efficiency losses 
which can increase the total energy consumption of the house and degrade the benefits of 
energy shifting and demand reduction. Another reason is the prevalence of “net-metering” 
rates available in many areas of the US, which remove the economic incentive to store 
rooftop solar energy. Net-metering allows a homeowner to subtract the electricity they 
supply to the grid from their demand. From an economic perspective, a resident under a 
net-metering policy can effectively use the grid as a 100% efficient, infinite capacity 
energy storage system, with which a stationary battery cannot compete [10, 11]. Even 
without net-metering, and where a customer is paid nothing for power returned to the grid, 
Hittinger and Siddiqui (2017) found that most US location will still not see a profit from 
adopting energy storage [10]. This is mostly due to the high capital cost of the battery, and 
the economics may be improved if capital cost can be significantly decreased by using 
second-life batteries instead. However, even if the cost of the storage device falls, as 
Hittinger and Siddiqui point out, the utility would likely be able to adopt that same storage 
system and provide it at lower cost than a single resident could, due to economies of scale, 
suggesting the implausibility, in the long run, of producing and storing one’s own energy 
cheaper than it can be bought from the grid. 
Even if economic returns for energy cost savings are marginal, a customer may still 
buy a home energy storage device if the perceived value of energy independence and back-
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up power are sufficiently high. The exact value people assign to these is unknown, but 
current marketing for Tesla’s Powerwall home energy storage product suggest it is a 
significant reason why people buy home energy storage, as their website quotes to 
perspective buyers how much a Powerwall can reduce grid use and how many days of 
back-up power are provided, but does not quote expected energy costs [12]. Despite this, a 
survey of potential consumers of home energy storage in Australia found that most ranked 
a reduction in energy cost as more important than reduced reliance on the grid, and much 
more important than back-up power [13]. Additionally, the amount of power outages seen 
by the average US consumer is low (1.3 times per year with average outage time around 3 
hours in 2015) [14], and the upfront cost of the battery is likely higher than most customers 
are willing to pay for backup power [11]. Thus, the demand for home energy storage 
devices with second use batteries may not match the price of the batteries under the 
currently proposed functions of energy shifting, demand charge reduction, solar energy 




1.4 Proposed Solution – Addition of DC Fast Charging 
As discussed, the large supply of used electric vehicle batteries expected in the 
future will require many applications for second-life use to accommodate the large influx 
of used batteries in the future. One such application is home energy storage, however the 
economics of energy shifting, demand reduction, solar energy storage, and back-up power 
may not offset the cost of batteries. Thus, to increase the value of the using second life EV 
batteries as home energy storage, we propose an additional use case for such a system: 
vehicle direct current fast charging (DCFC).  
Most electric vehicle charging is done with AC power at two levels, level 1 and 
level 2 [15]. Level 1 is equivalent to plugging your car into any standard outlet, which 
provides about 2-5 miles of charge per hour. Level 2 requires a dedicated electric vehicle 
supply equipment (EVSE) but can provide 10-20 miles of range per hour. Both take several 
hours to fully charge a vehicle, which requires the driver to plan their use of the vehicle 
around these charging events and contributes to a constant concern not to strand oneself by 
running out of charge, often referred to as “range anxiety” [16]. Charging with direct 
current on the other hand, referred to as DC fast charging or level 3, can supply up to 60-
80 miles of range in 20 minutes [15]. Faster charging is more attractive to consumers as it 
can increase the utilization of electric vehicles and can reduce range anxiety. However, DC 
fast chargers are only sparsely available in commercial locations and are rarely found in 
residential locations due to the need to install higher voltage, higher current, and possibly 
multi-phase power lines which makes instillation expensive [15].   
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One way to resolve this issue is to use battery storage for DC fast charging to reduce 
the amount of grid infrastructure required for installation [17]. The batteries can be charged 
up slowly and then discharged quickly which smooths out the power draw on the 
infrastructure. Such a system may make providing DC fast charging in one’s home 
practical. Stationary energy storage systems with new batteries could be used for this 
however most of these are designed for low power (~10 kW) compared to the high power 
(25-100 kW) that may be required for home DCFC. Used electric vehicle batteries could 
be particularly well suited to this application because they are design for high power draw 
and have built in thermal management mechanisms like fluid cooling channels to handle 
the increased heat generation. These thermal management systems imbedded in EV battery 
packs may be reused at comparatively low cost and allow for higher power discharge. 
Several companies have already proposed reusing electric vehicle batteries for DC fast 
charging of electric vehicles in commercial locations, however to date we have not found 
any systems designed for use in residential locations [18-20]. 
In this thesis we propose a generalized design for a system with used electric 
vehicle batteries to be repurposed to pair residential energy storage with electric vehicle 
fast charging. We put emphasis on how thermal management strategies for the system can 
incorporate the parts of the existing systems in EV batteries to allow for greater discharge 
power at reduced cost. We study the thermal performance of our system with different 
thermal management strategies for varying degrees of discharge to determine feasibility 
and optimal design. Additionally, we run simulations of such systems in realistic usage 
scenarios for three households in Los Angeles, Phoenix, and Chicago respectively to 
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determine performance in terms of energy savings, increased energy independence, and 




CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
This chapter will provide an overview of the relevant technical concepts, review the 
related literature and industry projects, and provide a background on the electric vehicle 
batteries chosen for this study. In Section 2.1, we start by reviewing the theoretical 
background on lithium-ion batteries for topics that are necessary to understand the later 
analysis. These topics include the basics of lithium-ion batteries in electric vehicles, heat 
and temperature considerations, and battery degradation. In Section 2.2, we review the 
recent literature on reusing electric vehicle batteries for residential energy storage and 
electric vehicle charging, including studies on economic feasibility, expected battery 
lifetime, and experimental tests and prototypes. In Section 2.3, we summarize similar 
products from industry including the current market of home energy storage products and 
battery reuse pilot projects done by automakers and others in industry. In Section 2.4, we 
present information on the three electric vehicle batteries selected for this study, the Chevy 
Volt, the Nissan Leaf, and the Ford Focus Electric. This includes information on battery 
pack construction and thermal management strategies, which will be important for 




2.1 Technical Background 
2.1.1 Lithium-ion Batteries 
The most popular battery technology used in electric vehicles today is lithium-ion 
batteries [21]. These batteries are composed of a positive electrode (cathode) and a negative 
electrode (anode), which are submerged in an electrolyte solution and, kept electrically 
isolated via a separator. The electrodes are also attached to current collectors to carry 
electrons to and from the electrodes [2, 22]. A simplified diagram of the components of a 
lithium ion battery are shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1 – General diagram of lithium-ion battery components [23] 
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The battery stores and releases energy through the storage and movement of lithium 
ions. An illustration of this process is shown in Figure 2. When a battery is fully charged, 
most of the lithium ions are stored in the negative electrode in a process called intercalation, 
where the lithium ions are inserted into the crystal structure of the electrode material [22]. 
When the battery is discharged, electrons are free to move from the positive electrode, 
through the current collectors and through some load circuit to the negative electrode. At 
the same time the lithium ions separate from the negative electrode, pass through the 
electrolyte and separator, to intercalate in the positive electrode [22, 24]. During charging 
the process is similar but run in reverse. It is through the movement and storage of these 
charged particles that energy is stored in the battery, thus the amp-hour capacity of the 
battery is determined by the number of lithium ions that are active in this process. 
 
 
Figure 2 – Illustration of movement of lithium ions inside lithium-ion Batttery  [24] 
 
There are many different types of lithium-ion batteries typically classified by the 
choice of electrode materials, although the choice of materials for other components such 
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as the electrolyte can also have impacts on the performance of the battery. Though most 
lithium-ion batteries today use graphite for the negative electrode, the choice for positive 
electrode material varies widely across the industry [22]. Some examples positive electrode 
materials include LiFePO4 (LiFePO), LiMn2O4 (LMO), Li(NiMnCo)O2 (NMC), and 
Li(NiCoAl)O2 (NCA) [22]. Although operating through the same general principles the 
choice of positive electrode materials comes with advantages and disadvantages in terms 
of energy capacity, resistance, safety, and lifetime [22].  
A single self-contained unit of positive and negative electrodes is referred to as a 
cell, which for  lithium-ion batteries has an nominal voltage around 3.2-3.8 V depending 
on the choice of electrode materials [23]. These cells can come in different shapes such as:   
• cylindrical cells: where the battery electrodes and separator are spun in a 
cylinder and enclosed in a hard case. 
• prismatic cells: where the electrodes and separators are laid out in a 
rectangular shape and enclosed in a hard case. 
• pouch cells: where the active materials are wound in to a flat shape and 
enclosed in a non-rigid case. 




Figure 3 – Different battery cell configurations [24] 
 
The voltage of a single cell depends on the cell chemistry and changes with cell 
state of charge [25]. Figure 4 shows the voltage of different lithium-ion cell chemistries 
versus capacity. The maximum voltage occurs at full charge and minimum at zero charge. 
The open circuit voltage can also vary from the closed circuit voltage due to internal 




Figure 4 – Open circuit potential versus capacity for various lithium-ion chemestries 
[25] 
 
For most high energy and power operations like electric vehicles and stationary 
storage systems, use of a single cell is unpractical and thus multiple cells are combined into 
a single unit called a pack [23, 24]. Typically, the phrase “battery pack”, does not refer to 
the collection of battery cells alone but also the integrated battery management circuits, 
electrical routing, and thermal management systems inside a self-contained box [24]. 
Additionally, sometimes small subunits of batteries inside the pack are referred to as 
modules, and further collections of modules may be referred to as arrays. These modules 
and arrays may or may not have their own integrated control and monitoring circuits as 
well as thermal management sub-systems such as cooling fins. Figure 5, shows an example 




Figure 5 – lithium-ion batteries at the cell, module, and pack level for two vehicles 
[24] 
 
 There are several terms that are often used to describe the state and use of lithium-
ion batteries. One is state of charge or SOC which is typically measured as the percentage 
of remaining capacity for a battery versus the capacity at full charge in amp-hours [26]. 
Thus, at full charge a battery is said to have 100% SOC while 0% SOC means the battery 
is completely depleted. It is typical for batteries to be operated only in a certain range of 
SOC for safety and to reduce effects of degradation, for instance electric vehicles may only 
be cycled between 20% and 100% SOC [27]. Another key term is depth of discharge or 
DOD, which describes the difference between the max and min SOC for a cycle [26]. For 
instance, if a battery is cycled between 90% and 40% SOC we would say the depth of 
discharge in 50%. To describe the rate of battery cycling the term c-rate is used where the 
c-rate is the rate of battery charging or discharging in amps relative to the battery’s capacity 
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in amp-hours [26]. For instance, a 1C discharge of a 20 Ah battery means the current is 20 
amps and the battery will go from 100% to 0% SOC in one hour. A 2C discharge rate yields 
a current of 40 amps and the battery can be fully discharged in 30 minutes. 
 
2.1.2 Heat and Temperature in Lithium-ion Batteries. 
Temperature has a significant effect on the performance of lithium-ion batteries in 
terms of efficiency, lifetime, and safety [22, 28]. Thus thermal analysis and management 
becomes essential for most lithium-ion systems [29]. As this thesis will focus heavily on 
thermal management design and analysis, this section will give a cursory introduction to 
heat generation and thermal management of lithium-ion battery packs. 
 Batteries generate heat through several mechanisms. A few of the main 
mechanisms of heat generation are [2, 24]: 
1. Joule heating: heat generated by ohmic losses. 
2. Reaction heat: reversible work and entropic heat from electrochemical reactions. 
3. Heat of mixing: heat released or consumed due to non-uniform reaction rates 
across the battery. 
4. Heat of phase change: heat from material phase changes. 
It is common to simplify the heat generated in batteries to Equation 1  which focuses 
on the two dominant forms of heat generation, which are joule heating and reaction heating 
[24, 28, 30]. 
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 ?̇? = ?̇?𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒 + ?̇?𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1 
Joule heating is the heating caused by impedance on charge carrying particles and 
can be expressed by Equation 2, where 𝐼 is current in amps and 𝑟 is internal resistance of 
the battery in ohms. 
 ?̇?𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒 = 𝐼
2𝑟 2 
Reaction heat is a result of the exothermic or endothermic reactions that happen 
during the intercalation process [30]. Unlike joule heating, it can be negative, indicating an 
endothermic reaction. Reaction heat can be expressed as Equation 3, where 𝐼 is current in 
amps, 𝑇 is temperature in kelvin, and 
𝑑𝑈𝑜𝑐𝑣
𝑑𝑇
 is the entropic heat coefficient in volts per 
kelvin. Note that the sign of reaction heat is flipped between charging and discharging (𝐼 
is positive for discharging, negative for charging).  




Equations 2 and 3 can be added together to form equation 4 for the total heat 
generation in the battery. 





Notice that joule heating is proportional to current squared while reaction heat is only 
proportional to current. For this reason, joule heating tends to dominate for charging and 
discharging at high current while reaction heat can dominate at lower currents [2, 30]. 
 Temperature has various effects on lithium-ion batteries that often make thermal 
management a priority [2, 24]. This can include cooling to deal with the heat generated by 
the battery or heating the battery if it is too cold. One of the most important thermal 
concerns for lithium-ion batteries is thermal runaway [2, 23]. Thermal runaway happens 
when a battery’s temperature goes beyond some unsafe point (70°C to 100+°C [24]), which 
triggers various exothermic reactions. Heat from each reaction fuels the next and creates a 
runaway reaction that can lead to the cell catching fire and possibly exploding [28]. If 
power load on a battery is high enough to make thermal runaway a concern, then thermal 
management systems are typically put in place to remove heat from the battery. 
Additionally, controls will usually cut off power to or from the battery if the temperature 
gets too high [2]. 
 Another reason temperature is important for lithium-ion batteries is its effect on 
ageing of the cell. Many of the mechanisms that cause a lithium-ion cell to lose energy and 
power capacity are irreversible side reactions. The rate of these reactions increases with 
increased temperature and thus the rate of fade for the batteries is higher at elevated 
temperatures [2]. These mechanisms of battery aging and their dependence on temperature 
are covered in more detail in the next section. 
 There are also reasons to avoid keeping a battery from getting too cold. For one, a 
decrease in temperature increases the impedance on ionic conductivity and diffusion [28]. 
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This leads to an increase in internal resistance with an associated drop in battery efficiency 
as well as a drop in capacity [2]. Another reason to avoid keeping lithium-ion batteries at 
cold temperature is lithium plating. This phenomenon mostly occurs when rapidly charging 
at cold temperatures, which causes lithium metal to form on the negative electrode in 
branching shapes called dendrites [2]. If the dendrites grow long enough to short the battery 
they could lead to sudden and possibly catastrophic failure of the battery. This will also be 
discussed in greater detail in the next section. 
 All these factors together make thermal management systems essential for most 
battery systems to maximize safety, lifetime, and performance [2].  
 
2.1.3 Degradation of Lithium-ion Batteries 
Like most physical systems, lithium-ion batteries degrade overtime. Because we 
are interested in the performance and lifetime of second-life batteries we are concerned 
with degradation that happens not only during the battery’s first life in the vehicle, but also 
during its second life as stationary energy storage. For this reason, it is important to get a 
general background on mechanisms and trends associated with battery degradation. 
Degradation in lithium-ion batteries is associated with performance losses in both 
capacity and power capabilities [2, 28, 31]. This occurs through several mechanisms that 
can depend on the battery chemistry such as the electrode materials. Degradation 
mechanisms can either progress with time (called calendar mechanisms), or can progress 
with cycling (called cycling mechanisms), or can be some combination of the two [2].  
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One common and typically dominant mechanism for degradation is the loss of 
lithium ions in a side reaction that creates what is called the solid electrolyte interphase 
(SEI) [2]. The SEI is a solid layer that is deposited on the surface of the negative electrode 
and degrades the battery both by consuming lithium ions so that they can no longer be used 
to carry charge, and by creating additional impedance on the flow of charge which increase 
battery resistance and reduces power capability [2]. This mechanism effects chemistries 
using graphite negative electrodes and because, most electric vehicles use graphite anodes 
this mechanism is present in most EV batteries [32]. The process of SEI formation is 
diffusion limited and thus is considered mostly a calendar mechanism where the rate of the 
associated degradation typically decreases with time [2]. However, several additional 
phenomena can increase the rate of SEI formation. One is crack formation in the SEI layer 
caused by expansion and contraction in the battery during cycling, exposing new area for 
SEI formation and speeding up degradation [2]. Another is when parts of the positive 
electrode migrate to the negative electrode and act as a catalyst for additional SEI growth 
[2]. shows an example were manganese from the positive electrode created SEI growth 
around it. These phenomena can give SEI formation a slight cycling dependence [33]. 
Figure 7 illustrates the process of SEI growth on the negative electrode (graphite) in 
different stages. Finally, SEI growth is a chemical reaction and thus its rate increases with 
increased temperature, this is one of the reasons why higher battery temperature leads to 








Figure 7 – SEI formation and growth process [2] 
 
Another common mechanism for battery degradation is loss of active sites in the 
electrodes. The amount of lithium ions an electrode can accept is a property of the material 
used, and this directly correlates to the amount of charge that can be stored by the battery. 
Both electrodes can lose active sites over time due to things like mechanical damage from 
contraction and expansion in cycling, however the positive electrode can also be degraded 
due to structural disordering and dissolution [2]. 
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An additional degradation mechanism, that can also be a safety concern, is lithium 
plating. As mentioned before, this is when metallic lithium begins to plate on the negative 
electrode, usually during fast charging at cold temperatures. This metallic lithium grows in 
the form of dendrites as shown in Figure 8. Once lithium plating occurs, some of this 
lithium can be reversely put back into cycling but the rest is irreversibly lost and thus 
reduces the amount of total cyclable lithium and reduces capacity. Of greater concern is if 
the dendrites grow long enough to break the separator in between the electrodes, where the 
dendrite can cause an internal short. In most cases this will lead to a cell fault which will 
drastically reduce pack capacity or render the whole pack unusable [23]. In rare cases 
however, if the dendrite is thick enough, it may cause rapid heating of the battery that can 
lead to thermal runaway, although such cases are rare [2].  
 
 
Figure 8 – Example of lithium plating with dendrite formation [2] 
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There are many other ageing mechanisms that may be present that we will not cover 
in detail. Though it is worth noting that there are mechanisms such as gas generation in the 
battery and decomposition of adhesives and binders that can lead to rapid drops in battery 
capacity especially late into a batteries life [2]. 
When all ageing mechanisms are combined, the capacity life of a lithium-ion 
battery can be separated into 3 general stages [2]:  
1. An initial gain in capacity at beginning of life as some trapped lithium is 
freed during the first few cycles. 
2. A decelerating decline in capacity typically dominated by SEI formation. 
3. An accelerating decline in capacity toward end of life as there is shift in 
the dominant mechanism of degradation. 
A hypothetical example of these stages is shown Figure 9. Depending on the construction, 
environment, and usage of the battery, not all these mechanisms will necessarily be present. 
For instance, for situations with only mild cycling of the battery, the region of accelerated 
fade may not be present. Understanding where these regions present in a battery’s life is 
important for second-life batteries as a battery that only sees decelerating fade will have a 
much longer second life than one which has accelerating fade. 
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2.2 Literature Review  
In this section we review the recent literature on second use batteries for home energy 
storage and vehicle charging. This includes simulation-based studies and experimental 
studies which analyze the economics, lifetime, environmental benefit, and cost of these 
systems. 
 
2.2.1 Simulation Based Studies  
A multi-faceted study by Neubauer et al. estimated the amount of capacity remaining 
at the end of vehicle life by simulating electric vehicle drive cycles with battery degradation 
for several locations across the US [4]. They found that calendar ageing was dominant over 
cycling aging during vehicle life and that loss of capacity ranged from 25-30% for battery 
electric vehicles (BEVs) and 30-33.5% for plug-in hybrids (PHEVs). Vehicles at the lower 
end of this range were from colder climates like Minneapolis, and vehicles at the higher 
end were from hotter climates like Phoenix. Similarly, resistance increased over vehicle 
life 27-35% for BEVs and 56-65% for PHEVs. They then used similar methods to estimate 
second use lifetime in a peak shaving application where the batteries discharge 2 hours 
during the day and charge 6 hours at night. They found that the second use lifetime was 
highly sensitive to the depth of discharge chosen, with lifetimes varying from 25 years at 
40% DOD to 5 years at 70% DOD. Additionally, they generated an in-depth estimate of 
the cost of repurposing battery modules and the likely selling price of these repurposed 
batteries. They found the cost of repurposing the modules to be between 25 and 50 $/kWh 
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while predicting they would be sold on the market at between 44 and 180 $/kWh depending 
on the competing price of new batteries. 
Kirmas and Madlener studied the economic viability of using second-life EV 
batteries for residential energy storage by simulating their use for households in South 
Germany [6]. They modeled battery temperature with a lumped capacitance model 
assuming only passive cooling, and modeled degradation with a semi-empirical model 
from literature. Data was collected for household demand, solar irradiation, and ambient 
temperature for Stuttgart, Germany. They calculated the profit based on battery prices 
between 34 and 117 €/kWh and increased electricity prices between 2% and 6% per year. 
They found most scenarios to be profitable with a NPV between -326 and 825 € for a 10-
year lifetime depending on the electricity and battery price, with the NPV being most 
sensitive to the feed-in tariff chosen.  Additionally, they found that the energy capacity 
reduced from 80% of original capacity to roughly 60% over 10 years, while internal 
resistance doubled. 
Heymans et al. analyzed the economics of second use batteries for load shifting in 
residential applications [7]. This included shifting demand from high cost times to low cost 
times but did not include PV generation. They simulated the performance of a Chevy Volt 
battery with 80% capacity remaining providing energy storage for a home in Ontario, 
Canada. The analysis did not include effects of temperature and assumed no degradation 
in second life. They found the return-on-investment to be marginal with a maximum profit 
of $38 annually for a home with a higher than average electricity load. They conclude that 
additional economic incentives would need to be provided to make second use batteries for 
residential storage feasible, such as changes to the electricity pricing structure. 
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Assunção et al. estimated the performance of using second-life batteries to increase 
the utilization of rooftop solar [34]. They examined using both used Nissan Leaf and 
Citroen C0 batteries with 70% remaining capacity for homes in Portugal. They also 
included a semi-empirical model of degradation assuming an average temperature of 25°C.  
Both batteries lead to a roughly 80% reduction in grid use and lead to an energy savings of 
around €290 per year. The calculated payback period was around 9.5 years for the Leaf 
battery and 6.1 years for the C0 battery, which was less than the estimated lifetime of 13 
and 11.5 years respectively.  
Saez-de-Ibarra et al. conducted a study to determine the optimal storage capacity of 
a second use battery for residential use in Spain to generate the highest electricity savings 
[35]. They found the optimal storage size to be 1.8 kWh paired with a 1 kW PV system, 
generating a net profit of around €17 per month. The optimization method likely produced 
such a small system size to target the demand charge for peak power consumption. Such a 
size would not be suitable for back-up power. 
Ahmadi et al. simulated battery degradation in LiFePO cells for both first use in a 
vehicle and second use in a stationary storage application providing one cycle per day at 
75% DOD [36]. They found that the capacity remaining at the end of 8 years of vehicle life 
was 80%, and 65% after 10 years of second use. In an separate study Ahmadi et al 
conducted life-cycle analysis of re-using EV batteries for peak shaving applications and 




2.2.2 Experimental Studies 
Several studies also used experimental methods to analyse second use batteries. This 
includes prototypes of home energy storage devices with second use cells, experimental 
studies of second use lifetime, and one study of a prototype vehicle charger using second 
use batteries. 
Martinez-Laserna et al. conducted an experimental study on 20 Ah NMC cells to 
simulate degradation during both first and second life [38]. This included accelerated aging 
testing to simulate electric vehicle driving in first life, and either grid level or residential 
level use in second life. They found that many cells reached a point of accelerated aging 
either at end of first life or during second life and the aging did not slow down with lower 
C-rate once the accelerated ageing fade had started. They conclude that the remaining 
capacity of the cells is less important to second use lifetime than how close the cell is to 
reaching the point of accelerating fade. Thus, they stress the importance of collecting data 
on the cells first life to best estimate this phenomenon. 
Tong et al. (2015) created a prototype second use battery energy storage system for 
a single-family home in California [39]. They produced an active battery balancing and 
management system to construct the device from 15 modules of varying remaining 
capacity. They demonstrated that the device was able to reduce the grid dependence of the 
home by 81% when paired with a 2.2 kW PV array. 
Li et al. presented a methodology for generating a condensed lifetime testing profile 
for second use EV batteries in residential storage applications [40]. They demonstrate this 
method with a second use plug-in hybrid battery from a Ford C-max Energi, by simulating 
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15 days of use and found no variation in capacity or resistance. They have not yet published 
any results from longer testing periods.  
Tong et al. (2013) created a prototype vehicle charging station using second-life EV 
batteries that were charged with a PV array [41]. The device had 139 LiFePO cells with a 
capacity of 13.9 kWh and charged an Electric vehicle thorough 1.5 kW AC power. The 
system was demonstrated to be effective and used to validate a model which predicted such 
a device could deliver about 10 kWh of vehicle charging per day at an estimated 50% cost 
reduction compared to a similar system with new batteries.  
 
2.2.3 Discussion 
In conclusion, several studies of reused batteries for home energy storage show that 
they can effectively reduce reliance on the grid and reduce energy costs, however the net 
profit is typically minimal. This supports the effort of this study to generate additional 
value from a second use battery home storage device by adding vehicle fast charging. Only 
one study was found about reusing EV batteries for vehicle charging, and that study did 
not examine fast charging, or pairing the system with home energy storage, which 
highlights the novelty of our study. Additionally, studies that modeled battery degradation 
with semi-empirical models found rather mild degradation of the battery in a second-life 
scenario. However, experimental testing by Martinez-Laserna et al. showed that second-
life could be significantly reduced if the batteries reach a point of accelerated fade. This 
adds significant uncertainty to the lifetime of second use batteries which merits further 
study and should be considered when analyzing the results of this study. 
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2.3 Review of Industry 
2.3.1 Currently Available Products for Home Energy Storage 
There are several products currently on the market that offer consumers home 
energy storage using new lithium-ion batteries. Three of the main manufacturers of these 
systems are Tesla, LG Chem, and Sonnen [42].  
Tesla offers a product called the Powerwall (Figure 10) which is currently in its 
second generation and offers 13.5 kWh of useable energy storage, a peak power output of 
7 kW, 90% round trip efficiency, and a 10 year warranty [43]. A single unit including 
instillation can cost as much as $11,500 [42].  
 
 
Figure 10 – The Tesla Powerwall 2 [43] 
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Unlike the first generation Powerwall, the Powerwall 2 AC comes with an internal 
inverter and the system is only AC coupled meaning there is no direct DC connection to 
solar panels [43]. It can either be configures to power the whole home during an outage or 
only certain appliances by creating a sub-panel just for back-up loads.  The configuration 
for partial home backup is shown in Figure 11. 
 
 
Figure 11 – Tesla Powerwall 2 instillation configuration for partial home backup 
[43] 
 
 LG Chem offers similar home energy storage products with its RESU line of battery 
storage systems. They offer low voltage and high voltage systems, ranging from 2.9 to 9.3 
kWh of usable energy [44]. Figure 12 shows the two-high voltage RESU models available. 
Unlike the Tesla Powerwall 2, the RESU battery needs to be paired with an inverter from 




Figure 12 – High voltage LG Chem RESU residential storage products and specs 
[44] 
 
Sonnen is a German company that has recently begun operating in the US and offers 
a home storage battery called the sonnenBatterie Eco. It includes up to 16 kWh of storage 
with a peak output of 8 kW and a 10-year warrantee [45]. The system starts at $9,950 
including and inverter but without instillation [42]. Figure 13, shows the sonnenBatterie 




Figure 13 – The sonnenBatterie Eco [45] 
 
2.3.2 Industry Projects for Home Energy Storage with Reused EV Batteries 
There are several automakers testing reused electric vehicle batteries as residential 
energy storage. Nissan partnering with Eaton are currently accepting pre-orders for a 
product called XSTORAGE for home use (Figure 14) [46]. The consumer can choose 
between two options for the product, one is composed of new batteries and the other is 
composed of second-life Nissan Leaf batteries [47]. The second-life option provides 4.2 




Figure 14 – Nissan's XSTORAGE which is expected to have an option with reused 
Leaf batteries [46] 
 
Similarly, BMW announced in 2016 a plan to sell reused i3 batteries as home 
energy storage with a capacity between 22 and 33 kWh (Figure 15) [48]. To date the 
product is not currently for sale.  
 
 




Finally, French automaker Renault announced in 2017 a partnership with 
Powervault to provide home energy storage with second-life batteries and have placed test 
products in 50 households [49]. 
In conclusion, these projects show that companies are interested in the reuse of 
batteries for home energy storage and that these products could be on the market soon. 
However, it is important to note that none of these systems are intended to provide vehicle 
charging, like we are proposing. 
 
2.3.3 Industry Projects for DC Fast Charging Stations with Reused EV Batteries 
There are some industry projects that involve using second-life batteries for DC 
fast charging stations at commercial locations. Renault announced in 2016 a partnership 
with UK based company Connected Energy to provide used EV batteries for fast chargers 
supplying 50 kW [18]. The system, named E-stor, is shown in Figure 16. Aside from 
Renault, there are also several other companies proposing to use second-life EV batteries 








2.4 Background on Selected Electric Vehicles 
The electric vehicles chosen in this study to analyze battery reuse are the Chevy 
Volt, the Nissan Leaf, and the Ford Focus Electric, all of which being from the 2013 model 
year. These vehicles were chosen for the following reasons: 
1. Data is more readily available for these vehicles compared to others 
2. These vehicles will reach their end of life within 5-10 years of the date of this study, 
meaning they will be some of the first available for second use.  
3. More is known about how these vehicles will age because they have already been 
on the road for about 5 years. 
4. The selections include different types of electric vehicles including both plug-in 
hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs).  
5. The selections include both liquid cooled and air cooled thermal management 
strategies. 
In sections 2.4.1 through 2.4.3 we will cover each of these batteries in depth, 
including general specifications like capacity, cell composition, and thermal management 
systems. In section 2.4.4 we summarize the parameters for these vehicles collected from 
literature and laboratory measurements that are necessary for our analysis.  
 
2.4.1 2013 Chevy Volt Battery Pack 
The 2013 Chevy Volt is a plug-in hybrid vehicle (PHEV), which means it contains 
both a gasoline and electric motor with a battery that can be charged by plugging into a 
wall outlet or charging station. The 2013 Volt has a Gen 1 Volt Battery Pack with 16.5 
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kWh of energy capacity [50] [51]. Figure 17 shows the Gen 1 Chevy Volt pack and Figure 
18 shows the packs location in the vehicle. 
 
 
Figure 17 – The Chevy Volt battery pack [50] 
 
 
Figure 18 – Chevy Volt showing location of battery pack and motor [50] 
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 The battery pack is made up of 288 lithium-manganese-oxide (LMO), pouch 
shaped cells as shown in Figure 19. These cells are grouped in to modules, which are then 
collected into a single pack. 
 
 
Figure 19 – A Chevy Volt pouch cell [52] 
 
 The Volt battery pack utilizes an active liquid cooled thermal management system 
[51, 52]. 50/50 Ethylene-Glycol coolant is pumped through cooling fins with multiple 
channels which contact the largest face of the cell, with one cooling fin per every two cells 
[52]. Each cell is provided coolant in parallel through a manifold and because the pressure 
drop in the cells is much higher than that in the manifold, the coolant flow is uniformly 
distributed amongst the cells [52]. Figure 20 shows a single cooling fin along with the 
repeating frames which hold the cells and the manifold for porting coolant to and from 




Figure 20 – Chevy Volt cell cooling fin and manifold 
 
 The battery is connected to a larger coolant circuit as shown in Figure 21, that 
removes or adds heat to the liquid coolant [2]. To reduce the coolant temperature the 
coolant can either be ported to the cars radiator to exchange heat with the ambient air, or  
heat can be removed via the vehicles refrigerant loop via a liquid to liquid heat exchanger 





Figure 21 – Chevy Volt cooling circuit [2] 
 
 We purchased a single cell with a cooling fin for a 2013 Chevy Volt from a salvage 
yard. Figure 22 shows the cell in its plastic housing (Figure a), and the aluminum liquid 
cooling fin (Figure b). We used this sample cell to measure the dimensions and mass of the 




Figure 22 – a 2013 Chevy Volt cell inside its plastic frame (a) and the adjacent liquid 
cooling fin (b) 
 
2.4.2 2013 Nissan Leaf 
The 2013 Nissan Leaf is a battery electric vehicle (BEV) meaning the car is solely 
battery powered with no internal combustion engine.  The battery pack has 24 kWh of 
capacity and 84 miles of range [51]. Figure 23, shows the Nissan Leaf battery location 




Figure 23 – Nissan Leaf with battery pack location shown [53] 
 
The battery is composed of 192 lithium-manganese-oxide (LMO) cells [51]. Four 
cells are combined to form a module which are enclosed in hard aluminium case. 48 of 
these modules are stacked to form the whole battery pack as shown in Figure 24. 
 
 
Figure 24 – Cell, module, and pack in Nissan Leaf [54] 
 
The pack does not incorporate any active liquid or air cooling but instead relies on 
passive cooling of the battery [54]. The cooling is referred to as “passive” in that the pack 
is completely sealed and there is no air exchange between air inside and outside the battery, 
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however an internal fan circulates air inside the pack to aid in heat transfer and thermal 
balancing of the cells [55] [56]. 
Like the Volt, we purchased a module from a 2013 Nissan Leaf battery from a 
salvage yard. Figure 25 shows the module with its hard aluminum casing both on and with 
the top face of the casing removed to shows the cells inside. The blue film seen in Figure 
b is a plastic spacer which is placed between each cell and between the cells and the case. 
The cells appear to be glued together in this cell-spacer-cell formation.  
 
 
Figure 25 – The purchased module from a 2013 Nissan Leaf (a) and the same 
module with the front face of the aluminum cover removed to show the cells (b). 
 
 Examining the module, it seems to be constructed to accommodate some amount 
of air flow. Figure 26a shows what we assume to be the entry and exit points for air flow 
to the module and Figure 26b shows the hypothesized air flow through the module which 
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seems to only pass over the sides of the cell, as there is no air gap between the cells. This 
is only based on conjecture as we were not able to find any literature to support this. 
 
 
Figure 26 – Hypothosised air flow in and out of module casing (a); hypothesised air 
flow around edges of cells inside module (b) 
 
2.4.3 2013 Ford Focus Electric 
The Ford Focus Electric is also a battery electric vehicle like the Nissan Leaf. It has 
a 23 kWh battery and 76 miles of electric range [51]. Figure 27, shows the location of the 




Figure 27 – Ford Focus Electric with motor and battery pack shown [57] 
 
 The battery is composed of 430 LMO cells with 5 parallel strings of 86 cells in 
series [51]. Like the Chevy Volt, the Ford Focus Electric utilizes active liquid cooling and 
heating of the battery cells  [51].  
Unlike the Volt and Leaf, we were not able to find a sample of the Focus battery 
and we were not able to find references for the geometry of the cell, cooling fins, or cooling 
circuit. So, for our analysis we assume that the cells and cooling configuration is similar to 
that found in the Chevy Volt as seen in Figure 20 through Figure 22. 
 
2.4.4 Summary of Battery Parameters 
For our analysis, necessary parameters for the EV battery packs were found for both 




Table 1 and Table 2 summarize these parameters on the pack and cell level 
respectively. We were unable to find references for some of these parameters so some were 
either estimated (marked “*”) or calculated (marked “+”) based on knowledge of other 
parameters. The parameters that come from estimates are subject to the highest amount of 
uncertainty and are treated as such in later analysis. Examples of these unknown parameters 
include the dimensions and mass of the Focus cell which was assumed to be the same as 
the Volt cell because they have similar capacity, and the mass of the Focus and Volt cells 
which were estimated by assuming the same energy density as the Leaf cell.  
 











Amp-hour capacity of pack [Ah] 75 45 66.2 [51] 
Energy capacity of pack [kWh] 23 16.5 24 
[51] for all, [52] for 
Volt 
Mass of pack [kg] 302.6 197.3 290.3 [51] 
Volume of pack [L] 268.3 153.8 350.6 [51] 
Internal resistance of pack [ohms] 0.065 0.098 0.111 [51] 





Active – Air 
Cooled 
within 
Sealed Pack  
[51] for all, [52] for 
Volt 
Max cell voltage [V] 4.2 4.15 4.2 [51] 
Min cell voltage [V] 3 3.00 2.5 [51] 
Nominal system voltage [V] 318.2 355.2 364.8 [51] 
Number of cells per pack - 430 288 192 [51] 
Number of cells in series - 86 96 96 [51] 
Number of cells in parallel - 5 3 2 [51] 
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Cell chemistry - LMO LMO LMO [51] 
Nominal cell 
voltage 
[V] 3.7 3.7 3.7 [51] 
Length of cell [mm] 200 * 200 290 Volt and Leaf were measured 
in lab, Focus was assumed 
same size as Volt, Leaf also 
from [54] 
Width of cell [mm] 145 * 145 216 
Depth of cell [mm] 5.5 * 5.5 7.1 
Internal resistance 
of cell 
[ohms] 0.0038 + 0.0031+ 0.0023 + = (Nparallel/ Nseries) ∗ rpack 
Amp-hour cell 
capacity 
[Ah] 15 + 15 + 33.1 + = (1/Nparrallel) ∗ Cappack 
Mass of cell [kg] 0.359 * 0.359 0.787 
Volt and Leaf were measured 
in lab, Focus was assumed 




CHAPTER 3. METHODS 
3.1 Summary of Methods 
In this chapter, we will summarize the variety of methods that we adopted to analyze 
the performance of our concept second-life home battery storage system. We start in 
Section 2.1 by outlining the general layout of the design and the components necessary for 
the device to achieve the desired functions of providing solar storage, load shifting, back-
up power, and fast vehicle charging for a single-family home. We also outline the various 
thermal management strategies that could be adopted and how they would operate. 
With the general design set, in Section 2.2 we create several thermal modeling 
techniques for predicting the temperature of the battery cells under different cycling rates 
and thermal management methods. This includes a heat generation model for the cell, an 
isothermal model for adiabatic conditions and passive thermal management, and a multi-
nodal model for active thermal management.  
In section 3.4 we cover the electrical model for the batteries which includes SOC and 
voltage estimation. This will be paired with the thermal models to calculate battery SOC, 
efficiency, and the relationship between battery current and power at load. 
In section 3.5 we outline the fluid analysis conducted on the flow required for thermal 
management. This includes pressure drop calculations which we use to estimate the power 
consumption of the thermal management systems. 
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Section 3.6 details the degradation model adopted from literature for LMO cells. The 
model includes capacity and cycling degradation effects on capacity. Adaptations to the 
model are made to calculate the expected lifetime of our system and the effects of different 
thermal management strategies.  
In Section 3.7 we develop a model to simulate the devices performance under 
realistic situations for three sample houses with rooftop solar and an electric vehicle in the 
US cities of Phoenix, Arizona; Chicago, Illinois; and Los Angeles, California. These cities 
were chosen because they represent a wide variety of climates, household energy use, and 
utility rates. First, we create profiles for expected electricity load, solar generation, and 
electric vehicle charging. Then we define control algorithms to define when the battery 
charges and discharges and when to run the thermal management system. We then simulate 
the systems performance by utilizing our thermal and electrical models that we created 
previously. From the results we estimate benefits provided to the user in terms of increased 
energy savings, decrease in grid consumption, the amount and rate of DC fast charging 
provided to the vehicle. 
Finally, Section 3.8 outlines how uncertainty in the input parameters was defined and 
the justifications for doing so. This includes uncertainty in the health of all three of the 
selected EV batteries including energy capacity and resistance at end of vehicle life, which 
were estimated based on information collected from vehicle warrantees, test data, and 
literature. Additionally, uncertainty in thermal parameters such as mass, heat capacity, 
convection coefficients, and thermal conductivities was also included. 
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3.2 Proposed Device 
This section will cover the conceptual design of the device including the necessary 
power electronics components and the different thermal strategies that can be adopted. 
Certain parts of the design will change based on which vehicle’s battery is being used, 
however most of the components will remain constant. The components that will be varied 
most in this study will be the thermal management components and the components 
necessary for DCFC. 
 
3.2.1 General Design 
In designing our device, we first assume that it will be composed of one complete 
battery pack rather than a subset of modules or a combination of multiple packs. To 
combine EV modules or packs with various degrees of age would require additional battery 
balancing circuits or a massive sorting operation to pair batteries up with those of similar 
age. Also, keeping a pack together rather than breaking it into modules allows for a greater 
number of components from the original pack to be reused, such as electrical and cooling 
fluid connections as well as controls and balancing circuits. Thus, we assume that using a 
single EV pack to be the most economical way to reuse the batteries. Several studies in 
literature also make this same assumption [7] [58] and battery reuse projects by BMW 
seem to use only one vehicle pack as well [46, 48]. 
Next, we add additional components to the battery pack such that it will be able to 
provide a single-family home with the following core functions: 
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1. DC fast charging for one electric vehicle 
2. Storage of rooftop solar generation for increased energy savings and reduced grid 
use 
3. Energy shifting and demand charge reduction for decreased energy costs 
4. Provide back-up power to house in the case of an outage  
This includes the various power electronics and controls which will be described in the 
following sections. 
 We then assume the battery and additional components will be repackaged into a 
frame and installed in a single-family home where it will be connected to a rooftop photo-
voltaic system, the house loads, and the grid. We assume the device will be placed in a 
garage so that it can provide fast charging for an electric vehicle. 
 
3.2.2 Electrical Design 
To reuse electric vehicle batteries for home energy storage and vehicle fast charging 
will require various power electronics and controls components to interface the device with 
household loads, rooftop solar instillations, the utility grid, and an electric vehicle. These 
components and their expected configuration are covered in this section.  
3.2.2.1 Components for Solar Storage 
The main component that is necessary for pairing a rooftop solar instillation with 
the battery is a maximum power point tracking solar charge controller or MPPT. An MPPT 
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is a DC/DC converting device that helps to capture the maximum amount of solar power 
and use it to charge a battery. It is referred to as a maximum power point tracker because 
there is a voltage range at which PV modules are most efficient and the MPPT attempts to 
track this voltage point to ensure maximum power [59]. In addition to an MPPT, wired 
connections will need to be made between the MPPT and the energy storage system for 
both the transmission of power and for communication. 
3.2.2.2 Components for Connection to Home and Grid 
To power the AC loads of the home and to export power to the grid will require a 
bidirectional AC/DC inverter. We require the inverter to be bidirectional in the sense that 
power can flow in both directions. This will allow for the storage device to discharge to 
the home or grid, while also being able to charge from the grid if necessary. In addition to 
the inverter, the device will need a meter to measure electricity demand from the house and 
likely an internet connection to gain information on current energy prices or price and 
weather predictions for more advanced controls. This will allow the device controls to 
choose the best times to charge and discharge. However, the simplified control algorithm 
chosen in this study does not use this information. 
3.2.2.3 Components for Back-up Power 
Based on research of current home energy storage instillations, providing back up 
power may require setting up a back-up load panel that is different from the normal home 
load panel [43]. The back-up load panel provides power to only the critical appliances in 
the home. Additionally, some sort of low voltage energy storage, such as an uninterruptible 
power source (UPS) will be necessary to run the system controller in the event of an outage. 
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The UPS will also contain an inverter that converts AC power to low voltage DC for 
running the thermal management system during normal operation. The thermal 
management system is not expected to run during back-up mode as power draw is relatively 
low. 
3.2.2.4 Components for Vehicle Fast Charging 
To port energy from the home storage battery to a vehicle battery at the proper rate 
will require a high-power DC/DC converter. Both the home battery voltage and vehicle 
voltage would change during the charging process as the SOCs rise or fall, and the device 
would need to vary the voltage supplied to the vehicle to provide a constant charging 
current. The DC/DC converter would also need to be rather large to handle high current, 
with operating power on the order of 20-100 kW. Additional to the DC/DC converter, the 
home storage device controller would need to communicate with vehicle to control the 
flow of power. 
3.2.2.5 Full Electrical System Configuration 
Figure 28 is a diagram showing the electrical topology of the system. Orange lines 
represent high voltage DC connections, green represents low voltage DC, and blue is AC 
power. Not displayed is the communication connections between the device controller and 
the other components for legibility. We can see that the battery through the bidirectional 
inverter is able to power both the full home and backup loads. Also, the battery can 
discharge to, or charge from, the electricity grid. Similarly, on a separate DC bus the battery 
can be charged from the rooftop solar instillation via the MPPT. A separate high voltage 
DC bus ports energy from the home battery to the vehicle battery through the high-power 
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DC/DC converter. The device controller and thermal management system are run via the 
low voltage pulled from the UPS which is connected to the main AC bus.  
 
 
Figure 28 – Diagram of system electrical topology 
 
3.2.3 Thermal Management Design 
This thesis will explore the performance of different thermal management strategies 
for our device, the general design of these strategies will be discussed in this section. 




3.2.3.1 Passive Thermal Management Designs 
The simplest thermal management strategy for the device is to adopt passive 
thermal management, where the only mechanism for heat rejection is natural convection. 
No fans or liquid cooling circuits are required for this strategy which reduces assembly and 
operating cost while sacrificing cooling performance.  
The liquid cooled packs of the Ford Focus Electric and the Chevy Volt have 
modules with cooling fins structurally integrated and are not designed to accommodate air 
flow. To redesign the modules to allow more air flow to the cells would require module 
disassembly and reconstruction which would be costly in manufacturing. Thus, we will 
assume that if passive thermal management is used for the Volt and Focus batteries than 
the modules will be kept as is. The Leaf modules have air openings and channels into and 
through the module, which make them better suited for passive thermal management, 
however the small size of the module and the lack of air flow to the largest face of the cells 
impedes the rate of natural convection. Still, we assume the Leaf modules will be left intact 
for lower cost manufacturing. 
Although the battery packs in vehicle are likely sealed, we assume that this will no 
longer be required as the device is stationary and indoors, thus waterproofing is less of a 
concern. We also assume that air exchange between the internal pack air and external air 
will be sufficiently high such that internal pack air temperature is equal to ambient 
temperature. This could be achieved with a small fan or large enough air openings. 
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3.2.3.2 Active Liquid Cooling Designs 
For battery packs that employ liquid cooling channels, such as the Ford Focus 
Electric and the Chevy Volt, another option is to recreate the active liquid cooling circuit 
that is found in these vehicles (refer to section 2.4). These cooling circuits would be 
comprised of the following major components: 
• Coolant pump: to circulate the coolant 
• Liquid to air heat exchanger: to remove heat from the system 
• Liquid chiller: either a secondary refrigerant loop or thermo-electric cell which 
provides additional heat rejection to the coolant 
• Coolant hoses: to route in-between components 
• Diverter valve: to switch flow between components 
• Expansion tank: to allow for expansion of the coolant with temperature 
A diagram of this configuration is shown in Figure 29. Coolant coming from the 
battery can be cooled either through the liquid to air heat exchanger and chiller or just the 
chiller if cooling below ambient temperature, with a diverter valve that controls flow 
between these two components. If heating is required for the battery, then a coolant heater 
is activated. The heater is placed close to the battery pack to minimize heat loss through 
the pipes. Another diverter value is used here to bypass the cooling components when the 
heater is in use to prevent unnecessary heat loss. The expansion tank, serves the purpose 
of leaving room for the liquid to expand while also acting as the point where the coolant is 
first poured into the system. The coolant chosen for our design is a 50/50 water-glycol 




Figure 29 – Active liquid cooling concept circuit diagram 
 
An alternative active liquid cooling thermal management design is to leave out the 
chiller and rely solely on the liquid to air heat exchanger to chill the liquid. Such a design 
would cut down significantly on cost but have less cooling capacity and would not be able 
to reduce the battery temperature below ambient temperature. Figure 30 shows the cooling 
circuit diagram for this configuration. Note that the diverter valve to bypass the radiator is 




Figure 30 – Simplified active liquid cooling circuit with chiller removed 
 
For both liquid cooling configurations, the cooling capacity of the liquid to air heat 
exchanger and chiller can be varied to match cost with cooling performance. For our study 
data on various liquid to air heat exchangers was taken from ATS Advanced Thermal 
Solution Inc, which publishes data on a variety of their fin-tube heat exchangers of various 
sizes [60].  Figure 31 shows an example of a fin and tube heat exchanger with and without 
fans. Figure 32 shows the pressure drop and heat exchange rate for a variety of heat 




Figure 31 – Example of heat exchanger from ATS Inc [60] 
 
 
Figure 32 – Pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient for various sized heat 
exchangers from ATS Inc [60] 
 
 Similarly, data on chiller cooling capacity and power consumption was collected 




Figure 33 – Example of coolant chiller from liard technologies [61]. 
 
 In production it is unlikely that these exact heat exchangers and chillers will be 
used, however they serve as a good example for plausible amounts of cooling capacity and 
the trade-off with power consumption and cost. 
3.2.3.3 Active Air Cooling Design 
Another technique for thermal management is to implement forced air cooling with 
a fan, referred to as active air cooling. The only one of the three battery packs we study 
that is designed for air cooling is the Nissan Leaf battery, however it was not designed for 
active air cooling. Thus, we assume some changes are made to the pack construction to 
make forced air cooling more effective. First, we assume that air gaps are placed in-
between the cells such that air can travel past the larger front faces of the cell rather than 
just the edges of the cell as in the current design as shown in Figure 34. This is consistent 
with other electric vehicles which are active air cooled [51, 62]. To make such a 
modification to the Nissan Leaf battery would likely be too costly to be feasible, but from 
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an analysis perspective, the results of this study can be useful for comparison with liquid 
cooling and for extrapolating to other battery packs which use air cooling.  
 
 
Figure 34 – Origional air flow design around Nissan Leaf cell (a) vs the air flow 
assumed for active air cooling in our device (b) 
 
We also assume that ambient air is passed through the pack, rather than circulating 
the same air inside the pack as in the original design. This is consistent with the same 
assumption made in section 3.2.3.1. Additionally, we assume the air is brought to the cells 
in parallel such that each cell receives uniform cooling to reduce the cell to cell temperature 
variation. This system will require a large fan to drive sufficient air flow and air filters to 
prevent contaminants from entering the battery pack. A basic diagram of air flow in the 








3.3 Battery Thermal Model 
Now that the general design of the device electrical and thermal management 
systems is set, we look to analyze the performance of the different thermal management 
strategies. To do this we start by reducing the modeling domain to a single cell as we will 
discuss in Section 3.3.1. Because the cells are assumed uniform and cooling is provided in 
parallel we model a single cell and extrapolate the results to the entire pack. Next, in 
Section 3.3.2, we develop a model of cell heat generation based on the theoretical 
background and data from literature. In Sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.6, several different thermal 
modeling strategies are adopted to estimate the cell temperature depending on the thermal 
management strategy chosen. We start with a lumped capacitance model for analyzing 
battery temperature under adiabatic and weak convection (passive thermal management) 
conditions. For active liquid and air cooling we adopt a finite difference method to estimate 
cell internal temperature variation. Each of these methods is used to estimate the thermal 
performance of our device for a variety of charging and discharging rates. 
 
3.3.1 Generalized Thermal Model Set-up 
In the process of constructing the thermal models, we start by reducing the 
modelling domain to a single cell. We assume that each cell in the battery pack is identical 
in terms of heat generation, mass, and thermal properties and that each cell receives parallel 
cooling. If this is the case, we can assume each cell is equal temperature and extrapolate 
the results of modelling one cell to all the cells in the pack. Different cells may have aged 
differently inside a battery pack during vehicle life, and this would lead to different thermal 
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behaviour between cells. However, electric vehicle manufacturers implement mechanisms 
to help maintain uniform aging across the cells, like parallel thermal management and 
battery balancing, so it is likely that cells in a pack may be near uniform. Additionally, 
each cell is unlikely to receive exactly the same fluid flow rate but literature suggest that 
the pressure loss across the fins is sufficiently high to assume that each channel receives 
effectively the same cooling [52]. 
Next, we define the geometry of our cell model. We start by simplifying the cell 
geometry to a rectangular prism with thin fins on each side of the cell to represent the cell 
tabs. We define the largest dimension as the length, the second largest dimension as the 
width, and smallest dimension as the depth. Then we define the spatial axes with y along 
the length direction, x along the width, and z through the depth. The assumed orientation 
is that the cell is pointing up, with the length side vertical and gravity in the negative y 




Figure 36 – Origional gemoetry of the cells (a) (example shown is Volt cell); Defined 
gemetry of the cell for thermal model with orientation and axis defined (b). 
 
With geometry defined we next determine the heat flows and spatial domain for 
our model. Figure 39 shows the heat flows assumed for the cells under passive cooling. 
Since the front and back faces of the cells are adjacent to other cells, which we assume are 
the same temperature, we assume there is no heat transfer from these surfaces between 
cells. Thus, the only heat flows out of the battery are through passive convection from the 




Figure 37 – Heat flows in thermal model for passively cooled cells 
 
Figure 38 shows the heat flows and modelling domain for the Focus and Volt cells 
under liquid cooling. The cells transfer heat to the liquid cooling fin from the front face (z 
direction). The back face of the cell touches an adjacent cell, thus again we assume no heat 
is transferred between the cells. There will be natural convection from the side surfaces 
like in the passive cooled case, but we assume the liquid cooling will dominate and thus 
we neglect natural convection for simplicity. Because the pack configurations for the liquid 
cooled cells is assumed a repeated pattern of 2 cells and 1 cooling fin we can assume 
symmetry about a plane going through the centre of a cooling fin and a plane on the back 





Figure 38 – Heat flows and model domain for liquid cooled cells 
 
 Figure 39 shows the heat flows and model domain for the active air-cooled Nissan 
Leaf cells. The cells transfer heat from both the front and back faces to the air cooling 
channels on either side of the cell. We assume that each side of the cell receives identical 
cooling and thus the temperature distribution in the cell is symmetric about a plane through 
its center. Thus, applying symmetry, the model domain for an air-cooled cell includes half 
of a cell and half of an air cooling channel.  
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Figure 39 – Heat flows and model domain for air cooled cells 
 
3.3.2 Battery Heat Generation Model 
To accurately predict the temperature developed inside the battery cell we require 
an accurate model of battery heat generation. We start by assuming uniform heat generation 
within the cell. In real cells, heat is not generated uniformly but to accurately estimate 
internal differences in heat generation would require knowledge of the cell composition 
which is unknown for the batteries in study. Thus, we propose that assuming uniform heat 
generation is adequate for the system level analysis of this study. 
To estimate heat generation, we adopt Equation 5, which is identical to Equation 4 
from the background section. Where ?̇? is heat generation in watts, 𝑟 is internal resistance 




the entropic heat coefficient in volts per kelvin [30]. 
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The first term describes the irreversible heat due to joule heating and the second term 
describes the heat generated (or consumed) by the chemical reactions. This equation 
neglects heating from mixing and phase changes.  
 The entropic heat coefficient was taken from Liu et al. (2014), who measured this 
value at different SOC’s for an aged 8.7 Ah lithium-manganese-oxide (LMO) cell [30]. 
Because the three electric vehicle packs in study are also LMO batteries, it is assumed that 
they have the same entropic heat coefficients. Figure 40 shows the entropic heat coefficient 
as a function of SOC as calculated by Liu et al. One modification we made to the data was 




Figure 40 – Entropic heat coefficient for LMO cell [30] 
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 The internal resistance of lithium-ion batteries also changes as a function of 
temperature and SOC. To calculate the resistance’s dependence on temperature Equation 
6 was used from [33], where 𝑟 is the resistance at current temperature, 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference 
resistance in ohms, 𝐸𝑎 is an experimentally derived constant (found to be 28640 J/mol), 
𝑅𝑢𝑔 is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/(K*mol)), 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference temperature in 
K, and 𝑇 is the temperature in K.  











The parameter 𝐸𝑎 was determined experimentally for a Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC) 
battery however this parameter was found to match well with the resistance temperature 
dependence found by Liu et al. (2014) for LMO batteries. Thus, this parameter was kept 
for modeling the LMO batteries of the three battery packs in study. 
  Figure 41 shows the change in resistance relative to the resistance at 25°C versus 
temperature of the battery. The resistance increases with decreased temperature 
exponentially, with a drop to -30 degrees from 25 degrees leading to near 4.5 times greater 
internal resistance. In the opposite direction, increasing the temperature to 40 degrees C 
nearly halves the resistance of the battery. Note from equation 5 that joule heating scales 
linearly with internal resistance, this means that joule heating increases at lower 
temperatures versus higher temperatures for the same current. This negative temperature 
coefficient phenomenon can be somewhat beneficial in the sense that when a battery is 
cold, more heat generation is desirable to heat it to a safer temperature, and when the battery 




Figure 41 – Change in relative internal resistance with temperature 
 
 Internal resistance also varies with SOC; specifically for LMO cells, it increases 
greatly with low SOC [30]. However, we assume we will operate the batteries outside of 
these low SOC ranges [27], and battery testing from Idaho National Labs on the EV packs 
in this study show almost no variation in internal resistance within the expected SOC range 
[51]. Thus, for our analysis we assume that resistance does not depend on SOC.  
 To validate our model, we attempted to replicate the heat generation observed by 
Liu et al. (2014) for an 8 Ah LMO cell for various charging and discharging rates [30]. 
Figure 42 compares these results. The heat generation predicted by our model matches that 




Figure 42 – Validation of heat generation model by comparison with Liu et al. 
(2014) [30] 
 
3.3.3 Modelling for Adiabatic Conditions 
With heat generation modelled, we start by calculating expected battery 
temperature under discharge and charge with adiabatic conditions, meaning no heat loss to 
the environment. Although such a usage case is not realistic, it can be useful for gauging 
the worst expected case of battery temperature under different discharge and charge rates. 
We can estimate the temperature of the battery by applying an energy balance to 
the system as shown in Equation 7, where 𝑚 is the mass of the battery cell in kg, 𝐶𝑝 is the 
battery heat capacity in J/KgK, 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡 is the battery temperature in kelvin, and ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 is the 
heat generated by the battery in watts. The left side of the equation is the rate of thermal 
energy stored inside the battery and the right side is the heat generated by the battery 
through ohmic losses and reaction heat. Because there is no heat transfer to the 
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environment, all heat generated in the battery is translated directly to heat stored in its 




= ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 7 
An inherent assumption in this equation is that the temperature in the cell is 
uniform. This typically considered a valid assumption when the Biot number is less than 
0.1 [63]. Equation 8 shows the calculation of the Biot number, Bi, where V is the volume 
of the body in m3, h is the heat transfer coefficient on the surface of the body in W/m2K, A 
is the surface areas of heat transfer out of the body in m2, and k is the thermal conductivity 






Note that for adiabatic analysis the heat transfer coefficient h is assumed to be zero, 
thus the Biot number is also zero and the isothermal assumption is valid. Though the Biot 
number calculation is not critical for adiabatic analysis, it will be more important in later 
analysis where h is non-zero. 
 
3.3.4 Modelling for Passive Thermal Management  
Under a passive thermal management scenario, there is no forced flow of liquid or 
air and the only method of heat transfer is through natural convection. As described in 
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section 3.3.1, it is assumed that convection only occurs from the sides but not the largest 
faces of the cell.  
To calculate heat transfer due to natural convection we use Equation 9, where ?̇? is 
the heat transfer rate in watts, h is the convection coefficient in W/m2K, A is the area in m2, 
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 is the surface temperature in kelvin, and 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the air temperature in kelvin [63]. 
 ?̇? = ℎ𝐴(𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 − 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟) 9 
3.3.4.1 Natural Convection Coefficient Estimates 
To get an estimate for the heat transfer coefficient h we use Equation 10, where Nu 
is the dimensionless Nusselt number, k is the thermal conductivity of air in w/mK, and L 






Experimentally derived correlations exist for the Nusselt number in different 
scenarios. For the vertical faces of the cell, Equation 11 was used to calculate the Nusselt 
number. It is an experimentally derived correlation for natural convection from an 
isothermal vertical plate, where Ra and Pr are the dimensionless Rayleigh and Prandtl 


























  For the horizonal faces, Equation 12 was used and is an experimentally derived 
correlation for natural convection from a horizontal isothermal plate [64]. The 
characteristic length for this equation is the surface area of the face over the perimeter.  
 𝑁𝑢 = 0.54𝑅𝑎0.25 12 
 Using Equations 10-12 and the cell dimensions specified in section 2.4.4, natural 
convection coefficients were calculated for a range of air temperatures and surface 
temperatures. We used air temperatures of -23°C, 27°C, and -77°C to represent extreme 
low, medium, and extreme high temperatures. The properties of dry air at these 
temperatures was taken from reference [65]. For each of the air temperatures selected, the 
cell temperature was set to either 5°C or 50°C higher than the air temperature to represent 
a small temperature and large temperature difference respectively.  
 
Table 3 shows the resulting convection coefficients for each EV cell under each 
scenario. Note that the values for the Volt and Focus are equivalent because they are 
assumed the same size. The values range from 2.8 to 7.5 W/m2 with values increasing with 
increased delta temperature and decreased air temperature. These results are used to 
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estimates the convection coefficient including uncertainty as will be descried in Section 
3.7.7. 
 




















5°C 3.5 3.0 2.8 3.5 3.0 2.8 
50°C 6.3 5.5 5.1 6.3 5.5 5.1 
Vertical 
Surfaces 
5°C 3.3 3.2 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.7 
50°C 5.1 4.9 4.8 4.5 4.3 4.2 
 
3.3.4.2 Modeling Convection from Fins 
To model convection from the fin we assumed the fin thickness (around 0.3 mm) 
was much smaller than its length (around 10 mm). Thus we can use Equation 13 to calculate 
the heat transfer from the fin, where h is the natural convection coefficient in W/m2K, P is 
the fin perimeter in meters, k is the fin thermal conductivity in W/m, Ac is the cross sectional 
area of the fin in m2, and L is the length of the fin in meters [63]. 







 Equation 13 can be used to form Equation 14 for the efficiency of the fin, defined 







3.3.4.3 Isothermal Assumption and Governing Equation 
 Next, we determined if the cells can be assumed isothermal by calculating the Biot 
number for the cells under natural convection. To do so we need values for the thermal 
conductivity of the pouch cells. Lithium-ion cells are reported to have anisotropic thermal 
conductivities, with the conductivity through the electrode layers (z direction) being much 
smaller than the conductivity parallel to the layers (x and y directions). The exact thermal 
conductivities of the electric vehicles cells in this study are unknown so to make an 
inference we collected values from literature where the in-plane thermal conductivities 
range from 18 to 45 W/mK and the through-plane conductivities range from 0.34 to 1 
W/mK. This will be discussed further in Section 3.8.2. 
 The Biot number was then calculated for each of the electric vehicle cells using a 
convection coefficient of 10 W/m2K, which is higher than any natural convection 
coefficient we expect, and an in-plane thermal conductivity of 18.4 W/mK, which is the 
lowest across all the studies observed. We only use the in-plane thermal conductivity 
because we assume no heat transfer in the through-plane (z) direction. The resulting Biot 
number is 0.008 for the Focus and Volt cells and 0.014 for the Leaf cell, which is 
sufficiently small to assume isothermal conditions. 
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 Since the isothermal assumption is proved valid, we adopt a lumped capacitance 
model to predict the cell temperature over time. Applying an energy balance to the system 
produces the differential equation shown in Equation 15, where the left side is the change 
in thermal energy stored in the battery and the right side is the heat generated minus the 





= ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 −  ℎ𝐴(𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡 − 𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟)  15 
 
3.3.5 Modelling Active Liquid Cooling 
In this section we develop the methods used to model the active liquid cooled 
battery packs. 
3.3.5.1 Derivation of Governing Equations 
To model active liquid cooling of the cells, the isothermal assumption cannot be 
made because the fluid heats up during its path through the cooling fin and creates a 
temperature distribution across the cell surface [62]. Additionally, the convection values 
are much higher and thus the Biot number is likely to be very large, which would mean a 
large temperature distribution through the thickness of the cell. Thus for this analysis we 
adopt the heat equation as shown in Equation 16, where T is temperature in kelvin, alpha 
is the thermal diffusivity in m2/s, ?̇?𝑣 is the volumetric heat generation in W/m
3, ρ is density 

















  16 
Because the geometry of our cell and fin system is rather complicated, we 
approximate the spatial derivatives with the central difference method by discretising the 
domain into multiple isothermal, uniform property nodes. This transforms the partial 
differential equation, Equation 16, into an ordinary differential equation, Equation 17, for 
the temperature at cell node (i,j,k) where i is the x coordinate, j is the y coordinate, and k 
is the z coordinate. 
 𝑑𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼 ∗ (
𝑇𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘 − 2𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑇𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘
Δ𝑥2
+
𝑇𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘 − 2𝑇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 + 𝑇𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘
Δ𝑦2
+







Equation 17 only models internal conduction within the cell. To model the 
interaction with the fluid, an additional layer of fluid nodes is added on top of the cell 
nodes. Equation 18 describes the dynamics of the fluid nodes and is formed by applying 
an energy balance to a discrete volume of fluid, where h is the heat transfer coefficient in 
W/m2K, A is the heat transfer area between the cell and the fluid channel in meters, 𝑚𝑓,𝑖 is 
the mass of a single fluid element in kg, 𝐶𝑝,𝑓 is the heat capacity of the fluid in J/kgK, ?̇? 
is the mass flow rate through the channel in kg/s, and 𝑇𝑓,𝑖−1 is the temperature of the 















3.3.5.2 Creating a Multi-Nodal Model 
Equations 17 and 18 can be combined to create a system of ordinary differential 
equations by breaking up the cell and fluid into any number of nodes. To illustrate how this 
is done we will go over an example where the cell is broken into 8 nodes with two layers 
in the Z dimension. Later analysis will use a higher number of nodes, however the 
methodology remains the same.   
The first step is to simplify the geometry of the cell and fin by collapsing the multiple 
cooling channels into a single channel of equal heat transfer area. Figure 43, shows the 
cooling fin geometry of the Chevy Volt on the left and the simplified, analogous geometry 




Figure 43 – Example of simplfed fin and cell gemoetry for liquid cooled model 
 
The next step is to break up the cell and fluid channel into nodes. The node numbers 
for this example are shown in Figure 44, where “F” denotes fluid nodes and “C” denotes 
cell nodes. The cell is broken into 4 “zones” in the x-y plane where each zone has one fluid, 
one cell surface, and one internal cell node. For simplicity we will assume that the cell 




Figure 44 – Example of thermal node numbering 
 
 Once the nodes are created, we can generate the equations that represent the 
interactions between the nodes. We will do so in state space notation as shown in Equation 
19, where the state vector ?̅? includes the temperatures of the nodes and the inputs are the 
fluid inlet temperature (𝑇𝑓𝑖) and the volumetric heat generation (?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛). 
?̇̅? = 𝐴?̅? + 𝐵𝑞 ∗ ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 + 𝐵𝑇𝑓𝑖 ∗ 𝑇𝑓𝑖 19 
The state vector ?̅? is structured with the cell surface nodes first, then the internal 













































Matrix A, shown in Equation 21 defines the interactions between the nodes. For 
clarity we defined A it in terms of the following submatrices: 𝐴𝑥𝑦 which defines conduction 
in the x-y direction, 𝐴𝑧 which defines conduction in the z direction, 𝐴𝑓𝑐 and 𝐴𝑐𝑓 which 
define convection from the fluid to the cell and visa-versa,  and 𝐴𝑓 which defines mass 
transfer among the fluid elements. Each of these submatrices is of size 4X4. 
 
𝐴 = [
𝐴𝑥𝑦 − 𝐴𝑧 − 𝐴𝑓𝑐 𝐴𝑧 𝐴𝑓𝑐
𝐴𝑧 𝐴𝑥𝑦 − 𝐴𝑧 𝑂4,4
𝐴𝑐𝑓 𝑂4,4 𝐴𝑓 − 𝐴𝑐𝑓
] 21 
Matrix 𝐴𝑥𝑦 is a tridiagonal matrix composed of the thermal diffusivity in the x-y direction, 
𝛼𝑥𝑦. Note that the thermal diffusivity in the x-y direction is different than in the z direction 
due to the anisotropic thermal conductivity of the cell. For each row in 𝐴𝑥𝑦 there is a term 























Matrix 𝐴𝑥𝑦 is a diagonal matrix in terms of the thermal diffusivity in the z direction. 
 𝐴𝑧 = 𝐼4 ∗ 𝛼𝑧 23 
Matrices 𝐴𝑓𝑐 and 𝐴𝑐𝑓 are diagonal matrices as shown in Equation 24, where h is the 
convection coefficient in W/m2K, A is the heat transfer area in meters, 𝑚𝑐,𝑖 and 𝑚𝑓,𝑖 are 
the mass of the cell and fluid elements in kg, and 𝐶𝑝,𝑐 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑓 are the heat capacity of the 
cell and fluid in J/kgK. 
𝐴𝑓𝑐 = 𝐼𝑁 ∗
ℎ𝐴
𝑚𝑐,𝑖𝐶𝑝,𝑐





Matrix 𝐴𝑓 is a tri diagonal matrix in terms of the mass of the fluid element, 𝑚𝑓,𝑖, in kg, and 























Next, we construct the B matrices. Matrix 𝐵𝑞 applies the input internal heat 




Matrix 𝐵𝑞 applies the effects of the input fluid temperature to the first fluid node as shown 







 For most situations we analyze, the input fluid temperature is not constant but rather 
a function of the output fluid temperature and the heat dissipated through the heat 
exchanger and liquid chiller as shown in Equation 28, where 𝑇𝑓𝑜 and  𝑇𝑓𝑖 are the fluid 
temperature out of and into the fin respectively, ℎ𝐻𝑋 is the heat transfer capacity of the heat 
exchanger in W/K, and ?̇?𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑙 is the heat pumped from the fluid via the liquid chiller in 
watts. 
𝑇𝑓𝑖 = 𝑇𝑓𝑜 −




Note that this equation does not account for lag created as the water flows to and 
from the heat exchanger, but rather assumes an instantaneous change in water temperature. 
This is a conservative assumption for cooling as the fluid in the non-battery components 
acts as a reservoir which absorbs some heat at the start of the charge or discharge. 
Additionally, we are assuming no heat loss in the pipes that connect the battery pack to the 
heat exchanger. This is also a conservative assumption. 
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3.3.5.3 Convection Coefficient Estimation 
Later analysis which will be covered in Section 3.5 will show that the flow fluid 
flow in the cooling channels is laminar, thus by also assuming the cooling channel cross 
section is rectangular, we can pull the Nusselt number from Table 4. Because our situation 
is neither uniform heat flow nor uniform surface temperature, we use both correlations and 
use them to create an uncertainty distribution as will be described in Section 3.7.7.  
 







To validate our model, we attempted to replicate the results of Chen et al. (2016) 
who studied the temperature response of an electric vehicle cell with fin liquid cooling 
using a finite element model in Ansys Fluent [62]. The model Geometry setup is shown in 








Table 5 – Parameters used by Chen et al. [62] 
Parameter Value 
Cell dimensions 169mm x 197mm x 7mm 
Fin and channel thickness 1 mm 
Discharge rate 2.71 C 
Average cell heat generation 15.7 W 
Fluid type 50/50 Ethylene-Glycol 
  
We create and analogous geometry with only one cooling channel, with the same 
heat transfer area and number of turns. Due to symmetry, we only model one-half cell and 
one-half cooling channel. We break the cell up into 3 layers in the z direction with each 
layer having 20 nodes and break the cooling fin into 20 fluid nodes. We use the same 
parameters shown in Table 5, plus we assume the thermal conductivity in the x-y and z 
directions to be 25 and 0.7 W/mK respectively. The cell heat capacity was judged to be 
1300 J/kgK based on results reported by Chen et al. 
 This model was run with a variety of mass flow rates from 0 to 1 g/s to the cooling 
fin and cell temperature at the end of the discharge was compared with the results from 
Chen et al. Figure 46 compares the results from the finite difference model and Chen et al. 
at the end of the 2.71 C discharge and Figure 47 compares the surface temperature for both 
models at 0.29 g/s of coolant flow. There are slight differences in the results which are 
likely due to our assumption of uniform heat generation and differences in the heat transfer 
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coefficients and cell thermal conductivity used, however, the models agree well, and the 
finite difference model is assumed valid. 
 
 
Figure 46 – Comparison of cell average temperature and temperature difference 




Figure 47 – Comparison of cell surface temperature from our model (b) and the 
model from Chen et al. (a) for the end of a 2.71 C discarge and 0.29 g/s of coolant 
flow 
 
3.3.5.5 Convergence Study and Mesh Selection 
To determine the appropriate number of nodes to use in our cell model we 
conducted a convergence study to observe the effect of node number on the resulting cell 
average temperature and temperature gradient. We created the following geometries each 
meant to approximate the actual cell and fin geometry at increasing levels of detail: 
▪ Geometry 1: 6 nodes per cell layer and one cooling channel 
▪ Geometry 2: 20 nodes per cell layer and two cooling channels 
▪ Geometry 3: 42 nodes per cell layer and three cooling channels 
We varied the number of cell layers in the z direction for each of these geometries 
and observed their effect on the cell average temperature above ambient and the cell 
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temperature gradient. Figure 48, shows these results for a Volt cell after a 3C discharge 
and 50 cm3/min of coolant flow. Increasing the number of layers in the z-direction from 1 
to 2 has a great effect on the accuracy of the solution due to low thermal conductivity of 
the cell in this direction, while increasing beyond 2 layers sees diminishing increases in 
accuracy. Similarly, increasing the number of nodes per layer also increases the accuracy 
of the solution. Based on the convergence study we determine that using 5 layers of 20 




Figure 48 – Convergence study for average cell temperature and cell temeprature 
gradient for liquid cooled Volt cell after 3C discharge. 
 
3.3.6 Modelling Active Air Cooling 
To model air cooling we adopted the same multi-nodal, finite-difference model 
used for liquid cooling, only we change the fluid channel and fluid parameters to match the 
air-cooled design. Figure 49 shows how the fluid channel and cell are broken up for this 
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model. The number of nodes in this figure is reduced for clarity compared to the actual 
model. Note that as air is provided in parallel along the length of the cell we assume no 




Figure 49 – Example of model geometery for active air cooled case 
 
3.3.6.1 Convection Coefficient Estimation 
Just as in the liquid cooling case we found that the air flow in the cooling gap was 
also laminar for the flow rates in study. Also, we assume the channel formed between two 





To validate our model, we again compared our results with those of Chen et al. 
(2016) who simulated air cooling of a battery cell with a finite-element model. The 
parameters they used were the same as those for the liquid cooled battery from Table 5 
except the cooling fluid was air. We apply the same parameters to our model with 3 cell 
layers and 20 nodes per layer. Figure 50 shows the results from our model and the model 
from Chen et al. for different air mass flow rates and Figure 51 compares the surface 
temperature for both models at 0.9 g/s of air flow. Again, differences between the models 
could be due to our assumption of uniform heat generation and differences in the heat 
transfer coefficients and cell thermal conductivity used, however the results are similar and 




Figure 50 – Comparison of cell average temperature and temperature difference 
between our model and the model from Chen et al. for the end of a 2.71 C discarge. 
 
 
Figure 51 – Comparison of cell surface temperature from our model (b) and the 




3.3.6.3 Convergence Study and Mesh Selection 
Like the liquid cooled case, we conduct a convergence study to determine the 
appropriate number of nodes to use in our model. Figure 52 shows the resulting average 
cell temperature and cell temperature gradient after breaking the Nissan Leaf cell into 1,3, 
and 5 layers, while varying the number of nodes per layer. From this study we determined 




Figure 52 – Convergence study for average cell temperature and cell temeprature 






3.4 Electrical Model 
To get an accurate estimation of the battery SOC, power output, and efficiency during 
operation, simple methods were adopted to model the electrical performance of the 
batteries. We start by modeling state of charge of the battery. Lithium-ion cells have a very 
high coulombic efficiency for most cases, though the coulombic efficiency can change with 
temperature and C-rate. We neglect these factors for our analysis and assume the 
coulombic efficiency is 100% [67]. With this assumption we can determine the SOC of the 
battery via the differential equation, Equation 29, where I is the current from the battery in 




= 𝐼/𝑄𝐴ℎ 29 
 Equation 29, works for when the current draw from the battery is known but it will 
be more useful to define current draw from the battery in terms of power delivered at load. 
To do this we assume that the voltage drop in the battery is solely due to internal resistance, 
then we can solve for the closed-circuit voltage of the battery with Equation 30, where U 
is the voltage of the battery in volts, Uocv is the open circuit voltage of the battery in volts, 
and r is the internal resistance. 
 𝑈 = 𝑈𝑜𝑐𝑣 − 𝐼𝑟 30 
The power applied to the load from the battery is calculated from Equation 31, which can 
be combined with Equation 30 to form Equation 32 which describes the relationship 
between power and current from the battery if Uocv is known. 
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 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝑈 ∗ 𝐼 31 
 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐼𝑈𝑜𝑐𝑣 − 𝐼
2𝑟 32 
Next, we must model the battery open circuit voltage. Although the open-circuit 
voltage of batteries varies non-linearly, especially at low and high SOCs, data from Idaho 
National Labs shows that the voltage for the EV batteries we have chosen varies nearly 
linearly within the 100%-20% SOC range we propose to use. Thus, we solve for the open-
circuit voltage at any given SOC with Equation 33, where α is the slope of the voltage 
versus SOC curve, and SOCnom and Unom are the nominal voltage and SOC respectively.  
 𝑈𝑜𝑐𝑣 = 𝛼 ∗ (𝑆𝑂𝐶 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑛𝑜𝑚) + 𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑚 33 
Table 6 contains the parameters used in Equation 33 which were derived from data from 
Idaho National Labs [51]. 
 




Chevy Volt Nissan Leaf 
α [V] 62.7 67.8 55.7 
Unom 358 394 398 
SOCnom 1 1 1 
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Applying Equations 31 and 33 is equivelent to modeling the battery pack with the 
equivelent circtuit shown in Figure 53. Where the constant voltage source (U_min) is the 
mininium open circuit potential of the battery, the capacitor (C) models the linear change 
in open circuit potential with SOC, and the resitor (R_internal) models the voltage drop 
due to internal resistance. 
 
 




3.5 Fluid Model 
To understand power usage of the thermal management system, we wish to calculate 
the pressure drop that is produced across the cooling circuit. For liquid cooling, if we take 
the pressure drop across the cooling fins as the dominate pressure drop for the battery pack 
(as suggested by Parrish et al.  [52]) then we can assume that the two are equal. For both 
liquid and air cooling, the fluid is supplied to the cooling channels in parallel, thus if we 
assume that each cooling fin receives the same amount of flow, then the pressure drop 
through one channel should be the pressure across the pack. This can be explained via a 
circuit analogy as shown in Figure 54 where each of the cooling fins or air channels is like 
a resistance in an electrical circuit. In the electrical system the potential is a voltage 
difference and we can see that the voltage drops across one resistor is the same as the drop 
across the whole circuit. In the fluid system the potential is pressure and we can see it 
follows the same behavior. 
 
 
Figure 54 – Fluid-circuit analogy for pressure drop 
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 To calculate the pressure drop across a cell we use Equation 34, were Δ𝑃 is the 
pressure drop in Pa, 𝑓 is the friction factor, 𝐷ℎ is the hydraulic diameter of the channel in 
meters, 𝐾𝐿,𝑖 is a minor loss coefficient, 𝜌 is density in kg/m
3, and 𝑉 is the velocity if the 
fluid in the channel in m/s. 






)  34 
 Because the cooling channels are assumed to be of rectangular cross section the 
hydraulic diameter is defined as Equation 35 where A is the cross-sectional area of the 





To determine the friction factor, we must first solve for the Reynolds number in the 
channel as shown in Equation 36, where Re is the Reynolds number, and ν is the kinematic 





The transition to turbulent flow occurs at Reynolds numbers around 2300. To 
determine if the flow in the cooling channels is laminar or turbulent we calculate the 
Reynolds number for both air and liquid cooling for the range of flow rates we would be 
testing. This includes up to 12 liters per minute of liquid cooling and 3000 m3/hr for air 
cooling. We found that the liquid and air cooling channels typically yielded Reynolds 
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numbers around 100 and 1000 respectively, thus we assumed that all flow in the cooling 
channels is laminar. 
 Now that the flow is known to be laminar, the friction factor can be solved via 
Equation 37 where beta is a constant that ranges from 61-96 depending on the channel 





 Additionally, the minor loss coefficients were taken from literature for both sharp 
turns and pipe entrances and exits. These values are shown in Table 7. Based on pictures 
of the Chevy Volt cooling fin (Figure 20) we assume that each cooling fin has four turns 
and one entrance and one exit. This leads to a total minor loss coefficient of 6.9. For air 
cooling we assume each cooling channel has one sharp entrance and sharp exit, which 
yields a minor loss coefficient of 2.5. 
 
Table 7 – Minor loss coeficients for pipe flow from literature [69] 
 
Sharp 90°Bend Sharp Pipe 
Entrance 
Sharp Pipe Exit 
Minor Loss Coefficient 
(KL) 
1.1 0.5 2 
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To calculate the power associated with pumping of fluid in the circuit, Equation 38 
defines the ideal power consumption in watts for a given pressure drop (Δ𝑃) in Pascals and 
mass flow rate (?̇?𝑓) in kg/s [70]. 
 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = Δ𝑃 ∙  ?̇?𝑓 38 
 To convert from an ideal power consumption to a more realistic power consumption 
we account for inefficiencies of the pump or fan with Equation 39, where 𝛾 is the efficiency 
of the device as a percentage [70].  
 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 =  𝛾 ∙  𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 39 
 Typical values for centrifugal pumps and fans were taken from reference for 
analysis and are shown in Table 8. 
 
Table 8 – Typical values of pump and fan effeciencies from literature 
 
Centrifugal pumps Axial Fan 5in diameter 
Typical Efficiency Range 60-85% [70] 25-45% [71] 
 
3.5.1 Validation 
To validate our pressure drop calculations we attempted to replicate the results from 
Chen et al. (2016) who calculated pressure drops for both liquid and air battery cooling 
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channels at various mass flow rates with a CFD model. The parameters for the cell and 
cooling channels are the same as those shown previously in Table 5. Figure 55 shows the 




Figure 55 – Comparison of results from our model and the CFD model from Chen 
et al. for coolant channel pressure drop of a liquid fin cooled battery (a) and an air 




3.6 Degradation Model 
Part of our analysis is to investigate the expected lifetime of the second use energy 
storage devices and what effects different thermal management strategies have on that life 
time. To model degradation in EV battery cells in study we adopt the semi-empirical model 
proposed by Xu et al. 2018 [72]. This model was chosen because it was fit to test data on 
a lithium-manganese-oxide (LMO) battery which is the same chemistry as the EV battery 
cells in study, and because it was fit to data extending out to ten years which is more than 
most other studies. 
The model is formed by the following equations. Equation 40 expresses the loss in 
capacity, L, expressed as a percent with respect to cycles, in terms of both calendar and 
cycling fade, where tcyc is the time it takes to complete one cycle. Equation 41 represents 
calendar fade which is a function of time (t) in seconds, SOC, and temperature (T) in kelvin, 
where kt is an experimentally derived constant. Equation 42 represents the cycling fade in 
terms of the number of cycles (N), DOD, SOC, and temperature. Equations 43-45 represent 
stress factors which effect the rate of cycling and calendar fade. Equation 43, is the stress 
factor for SOC where SOCref is the reference SOC, and ksoc is an experimentally derived 
constant. Equation 44, is the stress factor for temperature where Tref is the reference 
temperature in kelvin, and kT  is an experimentally derived constant. Equation 45, is the 




= (1 − 𝐿) ∗ (𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐 , 𝑆𝑂𝐶, 𝑇) + 𝑓𝑐𝑦𝑐(1, 𝐷𝑂𝐷, 𝑆𝑂𝐶, 𝑇)) 40 
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 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝑡, 𝑆𝑂𝐶, 𝑇) = 𝑘𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝐶 ∗ 𝑆𝑇 41 
 𝑓𝑐𝑦𝑐(𝑁, 𝐷𝑂𝐷, 𝑆𝑂𝐶, 𝑇) = 𝑁 ∗ 𝑆𝐷𝑂𝐷 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝐶 ∗ 𝑆𝑇 42 










 𝑆𝐷𝑂𝐷 = (𝑘𝐷𝑂𝐷1 ∗ 𝐷𝑂𝐷
𝑘𝐷𝑂𝐷2 + 𝑘𝐷𝑂𝐷3)
−1   45 
The cycles we will study will include variations in SOC and temperature with time. 
To calculate an equivalent temperature and SOC stress factor for these cycles we calculate 
a time averaged stress factor using Equations 46 and 47 where ti is the initial time in 
seconds, tf is the final time in seconds, and SOC(t) and T(t) is state of charge and 
























3.7 Case Studies for Performance in Realistic Scenarios 
3.7.1 Summary 
To predict the performance of our home storage device, we simulate its use in single-
family homes for three US locations. The locations chosen were Phoenix, Arizona; Los 
Angeles, California; and Chicago, Illinois, which represent a wide range of weather 
conditions and utility rates. For each location, ambient temperature and solar irradiation is 
collected from the National Renewable Laboratories’ Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) 
database, which represents typical conditions in these locations. The data represents one 
full year but because it is typical of long term behavior, results can be extrapolated to 
multiple years. House energy demand was taken from a data set from the Department of 
Energy which represents typical load conditions based on the TMY dataset. These datasets 
are on an hourly level, but it was deemed necessary to include sub-hourly variation to more 
appropriately capture how the storage system is used. Thus, methods are developed to 
generate synthetic sub-hourly variation for both solar irradiation and household energy use.  
A simple control algorithm is developed to determine when to charge and discharge the 
battery and run the thermal management system. The thermal and electrical models are run 
according to the chosen charge and discharge schedule. Results are processed to predict 
the devices performance in terms of decreased grid reliance, energy cost savings, and 




3.7.2 Household Demand and PV Modelling 
A main function of our home energy storage device is to store solar power when 
solar generation is higher than household demand and use it to power the home when 
demand is higher than generation. To study this effect, we need to model both household 
demand and solar generation. 
3.7.2.1 Data Source 
For solar irradiance and ambient temperature data we used NREL’s Typical 
Meteorological Year database (NREL TMY, 2005). This database includes weather data 
for a typical year at thousands of locations across the US. Each dataset for a particular 
location is constructed by concatenating months from 1991-2005 that are considered most 
typical, by the statistical methods documented in the TMY user manual [73]. Because the 
data represents typical conditions, the dataset for one year is meant to represent operation 
of systems over a long period of time.  
For residential electricity load data, we used the Department of Energy’s 
“Commercial and Residential Hourly Load Profiles” (Department of Energy, 2013). This 
dataset is created by applying building energy models to the TMY data set to create a 
typical house load profile. Because it is based on TMY data, the DOE residential load 
profiles should pair well with temperature and solar data, so correlations like ambient 
temperature’s effect on electricity load are already present in the data. The house 
parameters used in the model to generate the data are shown in Figure 56. One change we 
made to the dataset was to assume the homes would be 100% electric and thus we converted 
any gas usage for water or space heating to an equivalent electrical load by assuming an 
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Figure 56 – Parameters used to create the DOE residential load profiles [75] 
 
3.7.2.2 Justification for Adding Sub-Hourly Variation 
Both datasets have a temporal resolution of one hour, however household demand 
and solar irradiance can vary widely over the course of an hour which will affect our 
analysis for energy storage. For household demand, most household appliances, such as 
HVAC systems, water heaters, clothes washer/dryers, etc., operate with on-off schedules 
in intervals far shorter than one hour. For example, Figure 57 shows high resolution energy 
demand data for a house with the specific appliance loads marked. The sporadic on-off 
nature of each appliance leads to a total load profile that includes much more variation than 
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an hourly averaged load profile would suggest. This is illustrated in Figure 58, which 
compares 5-min load data to hourly averaged data.  
 
 
Figure 57 – Example house load profile with appliances marked [76] 
 
 
Figure 58 – Comparison of 5-min load data to hourly averaged load data [77] 
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In a similar nature, PV generation can also vary periodically due to cloud cover. 
Such variation may be muted for large grid-level solar installations, but not so for small 
footprint rooftop solar installations [78]. These variation can be important for the analysis 
of certain renewable energy systems [78, 79].  
This sub-hourly variation is important when estimating the usage of energy storage 
systems, as illustrated in the simplified example shown in Figure 59. Figure 59a shows a 
hypothetical load and solar generation averaged over an hour. Figure 59b and c show 
different higher resolution datasets that the hourly averaged data might represent. By solely 
looking at the hourly averaged data, it appears that there is more than enough solar 
generation to offset the load, however Figure 59b shows a situation in which the true load 
and solar generation are completely out of phase with one another. This would be a 
situation where clouds block the sun at the same time a high-power appliance is turned on. 
In such a scenario the solar generation can only meet the load half of the time, the rest of 
the time power would have to be pulled from the grid. Although this exact scenario is 
unlikely, it is also unlikely that variation in solar and load will match exactly, as shown in 
Figure 59c. This is the best-case scenario in that the grid usage matches what would be 
estimated from the hourly averaged data.  Because, any real data will exist between these 
hypothetical best and worst cases, we can say that using hourly averaged data will almost 
always underestimate the temporal disparity between residential demand and residential 




Figure 59 – Example of sub-hourly variations effect on energy storage use 
 
For these reasons, it is clearly important to use sub-hourly data for accurate 
estimation of how our energy storage device will be used. Thus, we decided to add 
synthetic variation to our hourly datasets. 
3.7.2.3 Generating Sub-Hourly Variation in Data 
For adding variation to the solar irradiation data, the model proposed by McCracken 
(2011) was used, which involves stochastic generation of synthetic 5-min irradiance from 
hourly irradiance data through a Markov chain process [78]. The model takes the 
coordinates, elevation, and the average monthly temperature and humidity for a specific 
location and uses this to estimate the variation in the irradiance. An example of the model 




Figure 60 – Example of TMY hourly data vs 5-min synthetic model output 
 
 To add synthetic sub-hourly variation to the residential electricity data, we 
superimposed different appliance load profiles at a high resolution on top of the hourly 
data. First we collected appliance load profiles from Pipattanasomporn et al (2014) [76], 
for an AC unit, a heat pump, a refrigerator, a domestic hot water heater, and a clothes 
washer/dryer, and a stove. Then we used the energy demand predicted for heating, cooling, 
and large appliances from the DOE dataset to decide where to overlay the appliance load 
profiles. The method for doing so goes as follows. For each hour, if the hourly data includes 
energy expended on the AC unit then the load profile of a single AC run is overlaid on that 
hour at a randomly selected starting point. The AC runs at a constant power draw and the 
length of time the AC runs is set such that the total energy used equals that seen in the 
hourly data. An identical method is used for the hot water heater and the heat pump used 
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to heat the house. For the clothes washer/dryer and stove, if the amount of appliance usage 
from the hourly data is low, then only one of the devices load profiles is included. If the 
appliance load is high (>90% of maximum appliance load for year) then both devices load 
profiles are overlaid for the hour. The refrigerator is slightly different in that it is assumed 
to run constantly throughout the year in cycles of 7 minutes on and 20 minutes off. For all 
cases where an appliance load is added, the rest of the load for the hour is reduced such 
that the total energy consumption for the synthetic data matches the energy consumption 
of the hourly data. 
An example of the output synthetic variation of this method for a summer day in 
Phoenix is shown in Figure 61. Comparing with the house load profile seen in Figure 57 




Figure 61 – Example of the synthetic variation in residential demand 
 
3.7.3 Vehicle Charge Modelling 
Because DC fast charging of the vehicle is assumed to be of significant value to the 
customer, we wish to study the actual amount of fast charging a customer can expect from 
our device under realistic conditions. To do this we generate a vehicle charging schedule 
for one year based on charging behavior observed in literature. 
We collected information from the EV Project which was conducted by the U.S. 
Department of Energy and studied the driving and charging behavior of Nissan Leaf and 
Chevy Volt drivers [80]. Figure 62 shows the distribution of the number of charge events 
per day for the Nissan Leaf drivers in 2011. 82% of these charges were at home versus 




Figure 62 – Number of charge events per day in 2011 for Nissan Leaf owners in EV 
Project [80] 
 
Figure 63 shows the distribution for the state of charge at the beginning of the charge 




Figure 63 – State of charge at start of charge event for Nissan Leaf owners in EV 
Project [80]. 
 
 We adopt this information to form distributions which we sample to generate a 
synthetic home charging schedule including the SOC at the start of charging. We start by 
creating a partially geometric distribution for the number of home charging events per day. 
Based on the distribution in Figure 62 and the fact that 82% of trips are at home, we chose 
a mean for our distribution at 0.86 trips per day. Two different distribution where created 
for weekdays and weekends, with the weekends having a higher likelihood of multiple trips 
per day. The chance of one to ten trips per day follows the geometric distribution and the 
chance of zero trips is set such that the mean matches the desired mean. Figure 64 shows 
the probability density functions of these distributions. We can see that on weekdays the 
driver is likely to have a single charge event where as on weekends they are more likely to 




Figure 64 – Probability densitiy functions for number of home charge events per 
day for weekdays (a) and weekends (b). 
 
  Next we assumed that weekday trips are mostly commuting, so the vehicle would 
charge later in the day on return from work, and that weekend trips are more widely 
distibuted over the day. Thus to chose a start time for the carge event we sampled from two 
normal distribution: one for weekdays with a mean of 6 PM and a standard deviation of 1 
hour, and one for weekends with a mean of 4 PM and a standard deviation of 2 hours. 
These travel times match observations from the National Household Travel Survey [81]. If 
there are additional charge events per day then they are also sampled from this distribution 
and a spacing of 3 hours is added on weekdays and 4 hours added on weekends. 
 With the charging times generated we add a starting SOC for each charge event by 
sampling the distribution from Figure 63. Figure 65, shows an example set of charge events 
created for one week by sampling these distributions, with the first day being Monday. We 
can see that the weekdays mostly have one charge event per day around 6 PM whereas 
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Saturday had no events and Sunday had three. The state of charge varies greatly from near 
zero to nearly full. 
 
 
Figure 65 – Example charge events for one week. Figure a) is the begining state of 
charge. Figure b) is the start time. 
 
 There are limitations to this method. For instance, the data used was collected on 
Nissan Leaf drivers in 2011, but it is uncertain how closely this would match future EV 
driver behavior. Higher range EVs and greater accessibility to public chargers would likely 
change how often EV owners drive and their state of charge on return. Additionally, we 
are assuming that the start time of a charge event and the beginning state of charge of an 
event are independent, whereas they are likely not. It is likely that distributions for 
beginning state of charge would be different between weekends and weekdays, and by time 
of day. 
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Additionally we should note that there is concern that frequent fast charging of an 
electric vehicle can accelerate the rate of its degradation, however it is uncertain to what 
degree [82]. One study by Idaho National Labs compared Nissan Leafs that were fast 
charged at 50 kW twice daily to those that were only charged at 6 kW and found minimal 
accelerated degradation [55]. However, it is yet to be shown if this result matches vehicles 
outside of the lab environment. We will not analyze degradation of the vehicle battery in 
this study. 
 
3.7.4 Simplified Battery Thermal Model 
The active cooling thermal models proposed in Section 3.3 have a relatively small 
number of nodes, however since we will be modelling performance on the order of a year, 
it was necessary to produce a simpler thermal model to increase computational speed. Thus, 
we reduce complexity by assuming the cell is isothermal for both the active liquid and 
active air-cooled scenarios. This sacrifices accuracy, but we assume it is sufficient for 
system level analysis. The next two sections will cover the details for the active liquid and 
air cooled simplified models. 
3.7.4.1 Active Liquid Cooled Simplified Model  
To derive our simplified model we start with Equation 48 which is an energy balance 
that matches the change in stored thermal energy of the battery as the sum of heat generated 
and the heat removed by the coolant, where 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the mass-averaged temperature, m 
is the cell mass in kg, Cp is the cell heat capacity in J/kgK, ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 is the cell heat generation, 
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𝐶𝑝,𝑓 is the heat capacity of the fluid in J/kgK, 𝑚𝑓̇  is the mass flow rate of the fluid in kg/s, 




= ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 − 𝐶𝑝,𝑓𝑚𝑓̇ (𝑇𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛) 48 
 Equation 48 cannot be solved because both the battery averaged temperature and 
the fluid outlet temperature are unknown. To remediate this, we applied several 
assumptions. First, we assumed that the fluid outlet temperature is equal to the maximum 
battery surface temperature. This matches observations from our own model as well as 
studies from literature and occurs because the heat transfer rate to the fluid is sufficiently 
high compared to the mass flow rate such that the fluid has enough time to heat up to very 
near the battery temperature. Applying this first assumption we can form Equation 49 from 







) = ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 − 𝐶𝑝,𝑓𝑚𝑓̇ (𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,max − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛) 49 
 Equation 49 now has two unknowns, 𝑑𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,𝑎𝑣𝑔/𝑑𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥. Next, 
we assume that 𝑑𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,𝑎𝑣𝑔/𝑑𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is unity. This is equivalent to saying that the 
batteries maximum temperature and average temperature change at the same rate. This 
assumption is valid if the rate of change for temperature variation across the cell is much 
slower than the rate in the rise of the average temperature of the cell. Applying this 
assumption produces Equation 50, which can be solved for the maximum battery surface 





= ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 − 𝐶𝑝,𝑓𝑚𝑓̇ (𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛) 50 
 For our analysis the fluid inlet temperature is not a constant but rather a function of 
the amount of heat that is dissipated through the liquid to air heat exchanger. To account 
for this, we assume that the fluid exit temperature from the cell is equal to the fluid inlet 
temperature to the heat exchanger. This means that there is no heat transfer in the pipe 
connection between the two which is a conservative assumption. Applying this assumption 
to Equation 50, gives Equation 51 where H is the heat transfer capacity of the heat 




= ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 − 𝐻(𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏) 51 
3.7.4.2 Active Air Cooled Simplified Model 
For active air cooling, later results of the multi nodal model will show that both the 
internal cell temperature variation and fluid temperature change is typically low (<2°C) for 
the air speed chosen. Thus, we simplify by assuming the cell is isothermal and losses heat 
via a constant convection coefficient and with constant ambient air temperature. Thus, the 
dynamics of battery temperature for the active air cooling scenario can be modeled with 




= ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 − ℎ(𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏) 52 
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3.7.5 Battery Control Scheme  
Once the load profile, solar generation, and vehicle charging schedule have been 
generated, we needed to create control algorithms for the battery and thermal management 
system to define their operation. 
Figure 66, shows the logic flow for the battery control algorithm which determines 
the charge and discharge rate. At the start of each timestep we first check to see if there is 
vehicle plugged into the device for fast charging. If there is, then the battery is discharged 
at the DC fast charging rate until depleted or when the car battery is fully charged. If there 
is no vehicle charging, then we determine if energy storage is required for the home. We 
shape our algorithm based on the assumption that using the maximum amount of solar 
power is more important to the user than energy cost savings, thus the algorithm attempts 
to maximize the amount of solar self-utilization. To do this, we first check the load relative 
to the PV generation. If the PV generation is greater than the load, we charge the battery 
with the excess PV power unless the battery is at maximum SOC. If the PV generation is 
less than the load, we run the excess load off the battery unless the battery is at the “reserve 
SOC”. The reserve SOC is a point we define above the absolute minimum SOC to save a 
small portion of the battery capacity only for DC fast charging and backup power. This is 
to ensure that the vehicle will always have some amount of DC fast charging or backup 
capability, which we expect to be desirable for the customer. If none of the other conditions 





Figure 66 – Battery control algorithm 
 
 Figure 67, shows the logic flow for the thermal management system control. It is 
designed with the assumption that the thermal management system includes either a liquid 
or air-cooled battery that does not have a chiller but does have a battery heater. This means 
that the batteries cannot be cooled below ambient temperature, but they can be heated 
above ambient temperature. For each timestep we start by checking to see if a vehicle is 
currently being DC fast charged. If it is then we turn on the cooling system unless the 
ambient temperature is low enough to make heat desirable. If the battery is not currently 
charging the vehicle then we check the temperature of the battery. If it is below the defined 
minimum battery temperature (0°C), then the heating system is turned on. If the battery 
temperature is above the defined maximum battery temperature (50°C) and above the 
ambient temperature by some “buffer”, then the cooling system is run. The buffer is 
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included to prevent the system from attempting to cool the battery below the maximum 
temperature when the ambient temperature is also above the maximum temperature. 
Because there is no chiller, attempting to cool the battery below ambient temperature would 
be a waste of energy. When the heating or cooling systems are turned on, they stay on for 
a predefined duty cycle (30 minutes), to prevent the system from rapidly cycling on and 
off, and to cool off the battery after DC fast charging. If neither system is turned on, then 
the thermal management is kept in the ‘hold’ state till the next time step. 
 
 





3.7.6 Simulation Process 
With the load conditions and control algorithms set for the battery, we now layout 
the process used to simulate its performance. We run our simulation based on a 5-minute 
timestep, which was considered a good balance between accuracy and computational 
speed. For each time step we complete the steps shown in Figure 68. We start by checking 
the load conditions for the battery. This includes checking the house energy demand, the 
rooftop solar generation, and checking if a vehicle is requesting fast charging. Then we use 
the battery control algorithms specified in Section 3.7.6, to determine the amount of power 
we request from the battery, and the amount of heating or cooling that should be provided 
by the thermal management system. Once the cooling and power draw is determined, we 
run our thermal-electrical model to calculate the power delivered or received by the battery, 
and the change in battery SOC and temperature. Note that the timesteps used to numerically 
solve the thermal-electrical model may be smaller than the 5-minute timestep used by the 






























Equations 53 through 55 outline how the energy flows are calculated in our system. 
If the power is requested from the battery to power the house the amount of power is 
defined by Equations 53. The battery attempts to match the net load of the house,  which 
is the power demand of the house (𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒) minus the solar generation (𝑃𝑃𝑉) while taking 





 The thermo-electrical model returns the battery power delivered (𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦,𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑) 
which may be different than the power requested from the battery if SOC or temperature 
limits are reached mid-timestep. Then we update the amount of power requested from the 
grid via Equation 54 by adding the power delivered by the battery as well as the power 
consumed by the thermal management (𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙) and battery controls system (𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠) 
𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 = 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒 − 𝑃𝑃𝑉 − 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦,𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 + 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 54 
If the battery is supplying charging to a vehicle then the power requested from the 
battery is set to the specified DC fast charging rate and the car’s SOC is updated via 
Equation 55, where 
𝑑𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑟
𝑑𝑡
 is the change in car state of charge per hour, 𝜂𝐷𝐶𝐷𝐶 and 𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑟 
are the efficiency of the DCDC converter and car battery respectively, and 𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑊ℎ is the 









3.7.7 Simulation Parameters 
In this section we cover the parameters chosen for our case study simulation and 
the justification for each.  Tables 9-12 summarize the parameters chosen for the thermal 
management, battery controls, power electronics, and electric vehicle respectively. 
 






Heat Exchanger Cooling 
Capacity 
W/K 170 
Good balance of cooling 
performance, cost, and size 
Battery Heater W 500 
Sufficient to maintain 
battery temperature above 
0°C 
Heater Efficiency - 0.9  
Duty Cycle Minutes 30 
Long enough to cool down 
battery post DCFC 
Temperature Buffer °C 5 Allows operation up to 45°C 
Battery Shut-off Temperature °C 50 
Sufficiently below thermal 
runaway temperature 
Minimum Battery Temperature °C 0 Based on recommendations 
for battery temperature 
range 












Maximum SOC - 100% Based on [27] 
Minimum SOC - 20% Based on [27] 
Reserve SOC - 50% 
Chosen as a balance between 
DCFC and home energy 
storage 
Vehicle Charging Rate kW 50 










Inverter efficiency - 97% 
Based on currently available 
battery inverters [43, 83, 84] 
DC/DC converter efficiency - 97% 
Based on currently available 
high power DC/DC 
converters [85] 
Level 2 charging rate kW 7 [15] 
 
 






Capacity kWh 40 
Gen 2 Nissan Leaf battery 
capacity [86] 
Charging efficiency - 96% 
Assuming only resistance 
losses for 50 kW charging of 
Nissan Leaf [51] 
Range per charge Miles/kWh 3 
Based on Department of 




3.8 Handling Uncertainty 
There are many parameters in our analysis that are uncertain, which yield uncertainty 
in our results. For instance, there is a large amount of uncertainty in the state of health of 
the battery packs at end of vehicle life as none of the vehicle being analysed have reached 
this point and thus they cannot be directly measured. Additionally, there is uncertainty in 
parameters like the heat capacity of the cell and convection rates which will generate 
additional uncertainty.  
We incorporate these uncertainties by modelling them as probabilistic distributions, 
which we pair with Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the uncertainty in the thermal 
model’s output and the model’s sensitivity to different parameters. In this section we will 
cover how we defined our uncertainty distributions and our justification for doing so. We 
also define the base case for the parameters we use for analysis when not accounting for 
uncertainty.   
 
3.8.1 Estimating Battery Health at End of Vehicle Life 
An important factor affecting the performance of the reused electric vehicle 
batteries is their health at end of vehicle life in terms of capacity remaining and resistance 
growth. All 2013 model year vehicles we are analysing have yet to reach the 10-year mark, 
when we assume a significant fraction of the vehicle battery will reach end of life. This is 
consistent with the average life reported for automobiles [88]. Thus, the health of these 
future batteries is not directly measurable, and we must make a prediction. To inform our 
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prediction, we reviewed other predictions from literature, as well as laboratory testing on 
the vehicles, and vehicle warrantee information. 
Table 13 summarizes the battery warranties for the three vehicles selected. The 
batteries are all warrantied for a specific period against “non-gradual capacity loss”, which 
most take to mean any drop below 70% of original capacity although this is not directly 
specified in the warranties [89]. The Volt and the Focus have longer battery warrantee 
periods than the Leaf, which likely means it is expected that Leaf batteries will degrade 
faster, probably due to its passive thermal management system. 
 
Table 13 – Battery waranty for selected electric vehicles 
 
Battery Warranty Reference 
2013 Chevy Volt 8 years or 100,000-mile [4] 
2013 Ford Focus 8 years or 100,000-mile [90] 
2013 Nissan Leaf 5 years or 60,000-mile [89] 
 
For experimental data on these vehicles we pulled from Idaho National Labs (INL) 
Advanced Vehicle Testing Project which conducted battery test of 4 vehicles of each model 
at various stages in their age and mileage. Table 14, shows the approximate testing 
conditions for each of the electric vehicles. Note that the vehicles were driving in a very 
hot climate, which will accelerate their degradation relative to most other locations. 
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Testing Period years 3 1.3 2.5 
Miles Driven mi 130,000 17,000 24,000 
Full Electric Miles Driven mi 15,000 17,000 24,000 
Mixed Electric and Gasoline 
Miles 
mi 33,000 NA NA 
Average Ambient 
Temperature 
C 30 NA 30 
  
Figure 69, shows the measured drop in relative battery capacity in each vehicle over 
the course of the test. In general, the Volt degraded the slowest with only around a 10% 
drop in capacity over 3 years and 100,000 miles. The Focus and Leaf degraded more 
rapidly, likely because they are BEVs rather than PHEVs. Also, the Focus seems to degrade 
slightly slower than the Leaf, likely due to its active thermal management system. 
  
 
Figure 69 – Relative capacity loss for vehicles in INL’s Advanced Vehicle Tests 
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 Figure 70, shows the relative resistance growth of the vehicles during the INL 
testing. In general, the behavior does not follow a clear trend like the capacity loss, with 
the measured resistance decreasing at points. This could be due to break-in mechanisms 
which can decrease resistance [2]. However, it appears the Leaf might have an accelerated 
rate of resistance growth but there is not enough data to confirm this. 
 
 
Figure 70 – Relative resistance growth for vehicles in INL’s Advanced Vehicle Tests 
 
 For estimations of battery age from literature we turned to Neubauer et al. (2015)  
who estimated the amount of aging in electric vehicles by simulating the battery 
degradation with realistic driving profiles in various locations [4]. They simulate both a 
BEV with 75 miles range (similar the Focus and Leaf) and a PHEV with 20 miles range 
(similar to the Volt), both having an active thermal management system. Table 15, 
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summarizes their results for battery degradation and resistance growth for these vehicles at 
various locations after a 15-year vehicle life.  
  
Table 15 – Estimations from Neubauer et al (2015) for battery health at end of 
vehicle life 
  Geographic Location 
  Minneapolis, MN Los Angeles, CA Phoenix,AZ 
Capacity 
Loss 
BEV 24.7% 28.8% 29.8% 
PEV 30.2% 32.9% 33.4% 
Resistance 
Growth 
BEV 27.5% 32.3% 35.2% 
PEV 56.1% 64.1% 65.4% 
 
We combine the information we have gathered to form a hypothesis on battery 
health. Starting with the Volt, from the INL testing the Volt only lost 90% capacity after 3 
years and miles in an extremely hot environment. Although the vehicles reached 100,000 
miles, Neubauer et al 2015 predict calendar fading to dominate ageing, thus a vehicle at 10 
years of age will likely have higher capacity loss. However, most location will not see the 
same temperatures that the INL Volts were tested at and thus will have a slower rate of 
decline. Thus, we assume for our base case that the Volt will have 80% capacity remaining 
at EOL. The Focus and Leaf seems to have a steeper decline compared to the Volt in the 
INL data, but the Focus’s active thermal management system and longer battery warranty 
suggest it will undergo less degradation than the Nissan Leaf. Thus, we assume for the base 
case that the Focus will have 70% remaining capacity after 10 years and the Leaf will have 
60%.  
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For resistance growth, the INL test data does not show as clear of a trend for the 
early years, thus we rely more heavily on the estimate from Neubauer et al. which predicts 
higher resistance growth in PHEVs versus BEVs. Thus, we assume the Focus and Volt 
have 30% and 40% of resistance growth in the base case, whereas the Leaf has a higher 
60% growth due to its lack of active thermal management. These values are very 
uncertainty however and thus we include a large range between minim and maximum 
values. 
Next, we construct uncertainty distributions for the ageing parameters of each 
vehicle. These distributions are summarized in Table 16. For all vehicles we can be almost 
100% certain that some capacity loss and resistance growth will occur, thus the minimum 
for both is slightly above 0. For capacity loss we assume that the maximum capacity fade 
is 50%, as at this level, second-life usage is impractical, and the batteries will likely be 
recycled instead. 
 
Table 16 – Base case and uncertainty disctributions for vehicle ageing 












































































Capacity Loss Custom 15% 30% 50% 5% 20% 50% 15% 40% 50% 
Resistance 
Growth 
Custom 10% 30% 130% 5% 40% 140% 20% 60% 150% 
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Because we predict the results to be particularly sensitive to these ageing 
parameters it was determined that assigning a distribution such as a normal or triangular 
distribution would not be accurate. Thus, we generated a custom distribution for these 
parameters using the methods of elicitation questions, where the likely hood of certain 
events is determined through a mock betting process to as closely as possible capture our 
beliefs [91]. The distributions created for both capacity loss and resistance growth are 
shown in Figure 71 and Figure 72 respectively. 
 
 




























Figure 72 – Uncertainty distrubtion CDF genreated for resistance at end of vehicle 
life 
 
 Note that although we are representing the ageing parameters as a single value with 
uncertainty, the capacity and resistance of vehicles coming off the road will have their own 
distribution as each battery will age differently. Future analysis should determine how to 
best handle this variability, but for this analysis we will consider the uncertainty 
distributions to model the average case for these parameters.  
 
3.8.2 Uncertainty in Thermal Parameters 
In addition to the ageing of the battery there is also uncertainty in the thermal 
parameters of the cells such as the mass, heat capacity, natural convection rate, and so on. 






















b) Resistance Growth CDF
Focus Volt Leaf
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we surveyed literature for measurements on other pouch type lithium-ion cells. Although 
the exact construction of the cells varies, we assume that the thermal properties of our cells 
are similar to those found in literature. Table 17, summarizes the properties found in the 
other studies we surveyed. 
 
Table 17 – Thermal properties of large pouch lithium-ion cells from literature 















20 Ah LiFePO4 Pouch Cell 25 1 1027 [92] 
25 Ah LMO Pouch Cell 21 0.48 1243 [93] 
Unspecified Large Pouch 
Cell 
45 0.65 1000 [94] 
20 Ah NMC Pouch Cell 26.57 0.97 - [95] 
10 Ah LiFePO4 Pouch Cell 18.4 0.34 1200 [96] 
 
The results of these studies were used to generate the base case and uncertainty 
distributions for the thermal parameters of the electric vehicle cells as shown in Table 18. 
The thermal conductivity and heat capacity were assumed close to the average of the results 
from Table 17, with a slightly higher range of minimum and maximum values. The cell 
mass was assumed most uncertain for the Ford Focus because it was not directly measured, 
but all cells include maximum values above the cell mass to account for surrounding 
thermal masses that may also heat up such as module casings. 
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Table 18 – Base case and uncertainty distributions for thermal parameters.  
  2013 Ford Focus 
Electric 












































































triangular 1 3 7 1 3 7 1 5 10 
In plane thermal 
conductivity 
(Kxy) [W/mK] 





triangular    0.3 0.7 1.2    
Cell Heat 
Capacity [J/kgK] 










triangular - - - - - - 20 27 35 
- Parameters shown for only one vehicle are assumed the same across all vehicles 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
4.1 Thermal Performance Under Adiabatic Conditions 
We start by examining performance of the reused EV packs under adiabatic 
conditions at various levels of discharge. This gives an estimate for the upper bound on 
temperature that can be expected since any real scenario will have some amount of heat 
loss to the environment. 
 
4.1.1 Step Response to Various C-rates 
Figure 73 shows the step response of cell temperature to various C rates under 
adiabatic conditions, using the base case parameters defined in Section 3.7.7. We assume 
a starting SOC of 100% and an ending SOC of 20% and the simulation is ended once the 
minimum SOC is reached. The ambient temperature and initial temperature of the battery 
are both assumed to be 25°C. The resulting temperature profiles all show a slightly 
nonlinear trend, with the nonlinearly mostly due to the entropic heat generation and less so 
due to change in resistance with temperature. The temperature rise varies from around 20°C 
above ambient for the Leaf pack at 4C discharge, to around 3°C for the Volt pack at 1C. 
For each case, the Leaf and Focus batteries see higher maximum temperatures mostly due 





Figure 73 – Battery cell temperature for different rates of discharge under adiabatic 
conditions under 1C discharge (a),  2C discharge (b), 3C discharge (c), and 4C 
discharge (d) 
 
For 1C discharge as shown in Figure 73a, the battery temperature rises to less than 
5°C above the ambient for all battery packs. This estimate matches results from literature 
which suggest a batteries temperature rise is limited for batteries under 1C discharge even 
with no heat loss [97]. This can be attributed to the large thermal mass of the battery relative 
to the heat generated. Increasing the C-rate to 2C, 3C, and 4C respectively nearly doubles, 
triples, and quadruples the temperature increase above ambient. This is due to the resistive 
heat generation being proportional to current squared, while the time spent discharging is 
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proportional to the inverse of current, meaning the total heat energy generated is nearly 
linear with current. 
 
4.1.2 Step Response to Various Discharge Powers  
Battery cell temperature relative to C-rate is useful for generalized characterization 
and comparison with literature, but a more useful metric is cell temperature versus the 
power delivered by the battery. This is shown in Figure 74 for discharges varying from 10 
to 100 kW in power measured at load. For a 10 kW discharge, around the maximum that 
would be required to power a home, the cell temperature rise for the battery packs is 
minimal as shown in Figure 74a. However, getting into the higher discharge rates that 
would be required for DC fast charging like 25, 50, and 100 kW, leads to much higher cell 
temperatures. In general, the Volt pack sees a high rate of temperature increase because its 
experiences a higher power relative to its energy capacity, compared to the Focus and Leaf. 
However, the Volt battery also drains earlier, which leads to a lower max temperature 
relative to the other batteries. Because we assume that the Leaf has degraded more in terms 
of energy capacity and resistance growth, the Leaf pack sees faster, and higher temperature 
increases compared to the Focus pack. Still, all batteries see max temperatures between 5 
and 15°C above ambient for 25 and 50 kW, which will not lead to unsafe temperatures 
unless ambient temperatures are very high. Discharging at 100 kW, on the other hand, 
would very likely lead to dangerous battery temperatures.  
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Figure 74 – Battery cell temperature for different rates of discharge under adiabatic 
conditions under 10 kW discharge (a), 25 kW discharge (b), 50 kW discharge (c), 
100 kW discharge (d) 
 
4.1.3 Discussion 
The results from the adiabatic analysis suggest that for low power applications like 
offsetting the electricity demand of a home, the heat generated is small relative to the large 
thermal capacity of the batteries and thus the temperature rise is small even with no heat 
loss. This suggest that passive thermal management may be suitable for such applications. 
For higher power applications, like DC fast charging, the batteries see a larger temperature 
increase however the limited capacity of the batteries cannot sustain high power discharges 
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for long before running out of charge. Because such power levels are expected to be brief, 
passive cooling may still be adequate for 25 kW of discharge or higher at least in terms of 
the battery not reaching dangerous temperatures. However, such a system may not be able 
to operate in high ambient temperatures and the high temperatures reached would also 





4.2 Thermal Performance with Passive Thermal Management 
After performing the analysis of the cell temperatures under adiabatic conditions we 
conducted a similar study but add heat loss due to natural convection to simulate passive 
thermal management strategy. 
 
4.2.1 Step Response to Various Discharge Powers 
Figure 75, shows the step response of each batteries cell temperature for different 
discharge rates in terms of power delivered at load with passive thermal management. 
Again, the SOC range was 100%-20% but for these runs the simulation continued after the 
battery was depleted to simulate the battery cooling down. There is assumed to be no 
current flow during this cool down period. Comparing with the results from the adiabatic 
scenario (Figure 74) shows that adding natural convection did not reduce the maximum 
temperature by a significant amount. This is because the convection coefficients are low, 
and only a small fraction of the cells surface area is exposed to convection. Additionally, 
we notice that the batteries are slow to cool down after reaching peak temperature, as the 




Figure 75 – Battery cell temperature for different rates of discharge under passive 
thermal management under 10 kW discharge (a), 25 kW discharge (b), 50 kW 
discharge (c), 100 kW discharge (d) 
 
4.2.2 Cool Down Rate 
As mentioned, the batteries take much longer to cool down then to heat up after 
high discharge with passive cooling. This can be significant, as the time at high temperature 
needs to be reduced to minimize battery degradation. Thus, we wish to find a way to 
describe the rate of battery cool down. The solution to the differential equation which 
describes the cooling of the battery (Equation 15) is a an exponential decay with the time 
constant shown in Equation 56, where m is the cell mass in kg, Cp is the cell heat capacity 
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 Using Equation 56, we calculate the time constant for the cooling of the battery 
cells in hours under the base case for natural convection as shown in Table 19. We can see 
that the Volt and Focus cells cool slightly slower than the Leaf which is attributed to the 
higher assumed convection rate from the Leaf cells. At one time constant we can say the 
cells have lost 63% of their temperature rise relative to ambient, and at four time constants 
we can say the cells have essentially returned to ambient temperature. Thus, to cool to 
ambient temperature is expected to take around 8 to 9.5 hours, which is a significant 
amount of time and may be a drawback to using passive thermal management. 
 
Table 19 – Time constant for cooldown of battery cells   
 
Volt Focus Leaf 
Time constant [hr-1] 2.3 2.3 2.0 
 
4.2.3 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis 
To incorporate uncertainty into our results we conduct a Monte Carlo simulation 
with 1000 runs using the uncertainty distributions described in Section 3.7.7. This includes 
uncertainty in the battery’s remaining capacity, resistance growth, mass, heat capacity, and 
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convection coefficient. Figure 76 shows the resulting distribution of the max temperature 
for the three battery packs for a 50-kW discharge. The results show that we can be 
reasonably certain that the cell temperature will be less than 15°C above ambient 
temperature for both the Volt and Focus but could be as high as 20°C. The Leaf battery is 
likely to see higher max temperatures which could be over 20°C above ambient but are 
more likely to be less than 17°C. Meanwhile, the time constant for cooling is likely between 
2 and 5 hours. 
 
 
Figure 76 – Distribution of maximum cell temperature (a) and cooling time constant 
(b) for all monte-carlo runs for step discharge at 50 kW 
  
Figure 77 shows the relative sensitivities of the uncertainties to the resulting max 
temperature and cool down rate. The uncertainty with the greatest effect on the maximum 
temperature is the batteries resistance growth, followed by remaining capacity. This 
highlights the importance of further study into the state of health of these batteries if such 
a device is to be manufactured. The uncertainty with the greatest effect on cooling rate is 
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the convection coefficient, and future analysis would benefit from more thorough fluid 
analysis such as CFD simulations or experimental testing. 
  
 
Figure 77 – Sensitiviy of (a) max temperature and (b) cooling time constant to 
uncertainty in parameters 
 
4.2.4 Discussion 
 The results of the passive thermal management analysis show that the large thermal 
mass of battery may be able to reduce the temperature rise of fast discharging, even when 
accounting for uncertainty. However, the relatively low convection rate leads to a long cool 
down time that leaves the battery at elevated temperatures for a long period of time, which 
could have a significant effect on battery lifetime and safety. 
 Additionally, the results are particularly sensitive to resistance growth and 
remaining capacity which shows the high dependence of the thermal performance of these 
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batteries to their state of health at end of vehicle life as well as through their second life. 




4.3 Thermal Performance with Active Liquid Cooling 
Next, we studied the temperature of the cells under various rates of discharge with 
active liquid cooling. Only the Volt and Focus cells include liquid cooling channels, so the 
Leaf battery is not included in this analysis. 
 
4.3.1 Step Response to Various Discharge Powers 
First, we examined the step response of the Volt and Focus battery packs to 
different levels of discharge, while circulating coolant through various sized heat 
exchangers and liquid chillers. The exact models and parameters of heat exchangers we 
used are shown in Table 20. For each heat exchanger we choose a flow rate of 9.5 liters 
per minute as flow rate past this point sees diminishing cooling capacity increase. Later 
analysis will show that pumping of fluid creates relatively low power draw, thus we can 




Table 20 – Heat exchanger and liquid chiller data used for  





















25.4 x 29.6 x 13 
cm 
51.0 x 30.1 x 13 
cm 
37.8 x 34.4 x 13 
cm 
39.1 x 20.3 x 
33.8 cm 
Heat Transfer Capacity 
@ 9.5 lpm (Based on 
fluid inlet temperature 
relative to ambient) 
100 W/K 170 W/K 250 W/K 10 W/K 
Liquid Chilling 
Provided 
0 W 0 W 0 W 290 W 
Power Consumption 48 W 96 W 276 W 507 W 










Next, we generate three different cooling cases with three different combinations 
of heat exchangers and liquid chiller. The first is the “minimum cooling” case where only 
the small, 100 W/K heat exchanger is used, the second is the “medium cooling” case where 
only the medium, 170 W/K heat exchanger is used, and the last is the “maximum cooling” 
case which combines the large, 250 W/K heat exchanger with the liquid chiller in series.  
The step response of the cell temperature to various discharge rates under the 
minimum, medium, and maximum cooling cases are shown in Figure 78, Figure 79, and 
Figure 80 respectively. Solid lines are average cell temperature above ambient and dotted 
lines are the difference between cell minimum and maximum temperatures. The starting 
battery temperature and ambient temperature was 25°C for each simulation and the SOC 
range was 100%-20%. The results show that the maximum temperature decreases with the 
increase in cooling capacity and liquid chilling, with all cases having a max temperature 
below 5°C, 10°C and, 20°C for 25, 50, and 100 kW respectively and a cell temperature 
gradient below 5°C for each case. Compared to passive cooling, not only is the maximum 




Figure 78 – Step response of battery pack paired with 100 W/K heat exchanger  
 
 
Figure 79 – Step response of battery pack paired with 170 W/K heat exchanger  
 
 
Figure 80 – Step response of battery pack paired with 250 W/K heat exchanger and 
290 W of liquid chilling 
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 For all cooling cases the maximum cell temperature gradient was typically below 
5°C. This is likely low enough to be acceptable especially for the 25 and 50 kW discharges. 
Note however that this is likely an under prediction of temperature gradient as non-uniform 
heat generation was not considered. An example of the internal cell temperature difference 
in the Volt battery after 50 kW discharge under the medium cooling case is shown in Figure 
81. The fluid temperature is shown as well as the cell temperature across three different 
surfaces of varying depth in the cell, including the front surface in contact with the fluid 
channel, the back insulated surface, and a cross section in between them (cell center). As 
expected, the cell is coolest at the fluid entrance and warmest at the fluid exit as the fluid 
heats up across the surface of the cell. Additionally, the cell temperature increases though 
the depth of the cell due to the low thermal conductivity in this direction. 
 
 
Figure 81 – Temperature for cross sections of Volt cell after 50 kW discharge for 
“medium cooling” case. Fluid enters at bottom left, exits at bottom right. 
 
4.3.2 Cool Down Rate 
To estimate the cooldown rate for the liquid cooling scenario, we calculated the 
amount of time taken for the batteries to cool down 63% of the way to ambient temperature 
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to approximate the cooling time constant. Table 21, shows the calculated cooling time 
constants for each cooling scenario. Note that the time constants are on the order of minutes 
rather than hours like in the passive cooling case, suggesting the batteries cool much more 
rapidly. The Volt battery cools more quickly than the Focus battery because it has less 
thermal mass relative to the size of the heat exchanger. It should be noted that the time 
constant calculation for the maximum cooling condition does not yield a true “time 
constant” as the cell temperature does not follow an exponential decay like the other cases 
due to the liquid chilling; however, it is a useful approximation of the cool down rate. 
 




Time constant [min-1] with 100 
W/K heat exchanger 
28 19 
Time constant [min-1] with 170 
W/K heat exchanger 
17 11 
Time constant [min-1] with 250 
W/K heat exchanger + 300 W 
liquid chilling 
8.5 * 5.7* 
 
4.3.3 Parameters Sweep of Cooling Capacity 
To determine the effect that heat exchanger capacity and liquid chilling power has 
on the temperature of the cells we conducted a parameter sweep as shown in Figure 82. All 
values are for a flow rate of 9.5 liters per minute, with maximum heat exchange rate 
possible being around 650 W/K, which is equivalent to the heat exchanger cooling the 
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liquid to ambient temperature. The liquid chilling rate is in terms of heat removed from the 
liquid. The results show that the addition of heat exchanger capacity has a diminishing 
effect because as the cell temperature and the fluid exit temperature decrease, a greater heat 
exchanger size is needed to remove the same amount of heat. The liquid chilling has a more 
linear effect on the maximum battery cell temperature but provides little increase in 
performance relative to the high amount of power consumption and cost of such systems.  
 
 
Figure 82 – Effect of heat exchanger cooling capacity and liquid chilling rate to the 
average cell temperature at end of 50 kW discharge 
 
4.3.4 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis 
To incorporate uncertainty into our estimates of cell temperature and cooling time 
we conduct a Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 runs for battery packs providing 50 kW 
discharge under the medium cooling scenario using the uncertainty distributions described 
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in Section 3.7.7. Figure 83 shows the resulting distributions for max cell temperature, cool 
down rate, and cell temperature gradient. The results show that we can be reasonably 
certain that the battery maximum temperature will be below 10°C above ambient, which 
suggest the battery will be kept within safe battery temperatures for nearly all conditions. 
Also, the cool down time constant will likely be less than 20 minutes for both battery packs, 
with the Volt cooling faster due to its lower thermal mass. Finally, the maximum cell 
temperature gradient is likely under 4°C which Chen et al. (2016) suggest as a target 
maximum for cell temperature difference and thus we assume is acceptable [62]. 
 
 
Figure 83 – Distribution of maximum cell temperature (a), cooling time constant (b), 
and cell temperature gradient (c) for all monte-carlo runs for step discharge at 50 
kW with liquid cooling 
 
Figure 84 shows the sensitivity of the thermal performance of the liquid cooled 
cells under 50 kW discharge to the uncertainties. Like in the passive cooling case the 
uncertainties with the greatest effect on maximum temperature are the uncertainties in 
battery capacity and resistance. Again, further reducing uncertainties in these parameters 
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will yield the greatest increase in certainty for thermal performance. Also note that 
although uncertainty about cell thermal conductivity is large it has limited effect on the 
maximum average cell temperature. The cool down rate is mostly sensitive to the 
parameters effecting thermal mass and less so to the convection coefficient. This is because 
the convection coefficient is typically not the limiting mechanism for heat loss from the 
system but rather the heat exchanger cooling capacity. Finally, the cell temperature 
gradient is affected by uncertainty in cell thermal conductivity but more so by uncertainty 




Figure 84 – Sensitiviy of max temperature (a),  cooling time constant (b), and cell 
temperature gradient (c) to uncertainty in parameters for liquid cooled batteries 






The step response analyses show that the addition of active liquid cooling 
significantly reduces the maximum cell temperature low enough to make 50 kW discharge 
feasibly safe even for high ambient temperatures and possibly allow for even higher rates. 
Also, the cool down rate is greatly decreased relative to passive cooling, reducing the 
cooling time constant from hours to minutes. This is desirable as reducing the amount of 
time spent at elevated temperatures will increase battery life. 
The parameter sweep showed that liquid chilling provided relatively little drop in 
maximum cell temperature given such a systems power consumption and cost. Thus, we 
assume that the addition of a chiller to reduce temperature rise is likely unwarranted, but 
such a device could be used in other ways such as reducing the battery temperature below 
ambient when the ambient temperature is too high, or by pre-cooling the battery prior to 
rapid discharges. This would increase battery lifetime and maximum safe discharge power. 
Finally, similar to the passive cooling case, the high uncertainties in battery health 
parameters like remaining capacity and resistance growth have the greatest effect on the 
uncertainty in performance. Thus, it is desirable to increasing certainty in these parameters 




4.4 Thermal Performance with Active Air Cooling 
For the final set of thermal analyses, we examine the performance of the active air-
cooled design for various discharge rates. This design is assumed to be constructed only 
with the Nissan Leaf cells, thus the Volt and Focus batteries are left out of this analysis. 
 
4.4.1 Step Response to Various Discharge Powers 
Similar to the liquid cooling analysis, we create three different cases for different 
rates of air cooling. The “minimum”, “medium”, and “maximum” cooling case include air 
flow rates of 500, 1500, and 3000 cubic meters per hour respectively to the battery pack. 
Figure 85 to Figure 87 , shows the air-cooled packs response to various discharge rates and 
air flow rates for each of these cases. Again, the SOC range was 100%-20% and the initial 
and ambient temperatures were 25°C. The results show that active air cooling can reduce 
the maximum cell temperature significantly and increase the cool down rate. Additionally, 




Figure 85 – Figure Step response of air cooled battery with 500 m3/h of air flow heat 
exchanger to 25 kW (a), 50 kw (b), and 100 kW (c) discharge.  
 
 
Figure 86 – Figure Step response of air cooled battery with 1500 m3/h of air flow 
heat exchanger to 25 kW (a), 50 kw (b), and 100 kW (c) discharge.  
 
 
Figure 87 – Figure Step response of air cooled battery with 3000 m3/h of air flow 
heat exchanger to 25 kW (a), 50 kw (b), and 100 kW (c) discharge.  
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 Figure 88, shows the temperature distribution in the fluid and at different cross 
sections of the cell after 50 kW discharge of the Leaf battery with 1500 m3/hr of air flow. 
As the air passes over the surface of the cell, it heats up and thus creates a temperature 
distribution along the surface of the cell. Additionally, there is a slight temperature gradient 
through the depth of the cell due to the low thermal conductivity in this direction. 
Regardless, the total temperature difference within the cell is relatively small. 
 
 
Figure 88 – Temperature for cross sections of Leaf cell after 50 kW discharge with 
1500 m3/hr of air flow. 
 
4.4.2 Cool Down Rate 
Like in the liquid cooling case, we estimate the cooling time constant by measuring 
the amount of time taken to return to within 63% of the ambient temperature. For each case 
the time constant was on the order of 10 minutes which is slightly faster than the liquid 
cooled batteries, and significantly faster than the passive cooling case. 
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Table 22 – Time constant for cooldown of battery cells with air cooling 
 
Leaf 
Time constant [min-1] with 500 m3/hr of air flow 14.4 
Time constant [min-1] with 1000 m3/hr of air flow 10.4 
Time constant [min-1] with 1500 m3/hr of air flow 8.1 
 
4.4.3 Parameter Sweep 
We conduct a parameter sweep of both the total air flow to the system and the size 
of the air gap to observe their effect on the temperature of the cells. Figure 89, shows the 
results for average cell temperature and cell temperature gradient after 50 kW discharge. 
Increasing the gap size increases the maximum cell temperature due to the decrease in 
convection coefficient, but also decreases the cell temperature gradient. Meanwhile, 
increasing the flow speed also decreases the cell temperature gradient but has minimal 
effect on average cell temperature. Because the flow in the channel is assumed laminar, the 
Nusselt number correlation is not dependant on flow speed, and thus the convection 




Figure 89 – Parameter sweep of air cooling gap size and air flow rate for air cooled 
battery after 50 kW discharge. 
 
4.4.4 Uncertainty and Sensitivity 
Figure 90 shows the results of a Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 runs of a Leaf 
battery after 50 kW discharge and 1500 m3/hr air flow including uncertainty in the input 
parameters. Most runs show a max temperature below 7°C, a cooling time constant less 
than 12 minutes, and a cell temperature gradient below 2°C. However, some runs show 




Figure 90 – Distribution of maximum cell temperature (a), cooling time constant (b), 
and cell temperature gradient (c) for all Monte Carlo runs for step discharge at 50 
kW with active air cooling 
 
4.4.5 Discussion 
In general, the results show that the addition of active air cooling is similar to the 
addition of active liquid cooling, in that it significantly decreases the maximum cell 
temperature for rapid discharge and increase the rate at which the battery returns to ambient 
temperature. In fact, the active air cooling cases studied seemed to have better cooling 
performance than the active liquid cooling cases. This is likely because we assume air 
cooling occurs at both the front and back faces of the cell, whereas liquid cooling is only 
from the front face. Thus, the large amount of surface area at which air convection occurs 
makes up for the small convection coefficient relative to liquid cooling. Also, we are 
assuming that air is brought in at ambient temperature, whereas the heat exchanger in the 
liquid cooling case is not able to reduce the liquid temperature back to ambient in most 
cases.  
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Recall, however, that the Nissan Leaf battery is not designed for active air cooling 
and exposing the front and back surface areas of the cell to convection would require a 
great amount of effort. Comparatively, liquid cooling lines are already present in the Volt 
and Focus batteries making implementation less costly. Additionally, liquid cooling allows 




4.5 Fluid Analysis and Thermal Management Power Consumption 
In this section we will estimate the amount of power required to run the different 
thermal management systems. 
 
4.5.1 Liquid Cooling 
We start with the power consumption of the active liquid cooling system. Figure 91 
shows the pressure drop for a given flow rate to the liquid cooled battery packs, with its 
correlated ideal and real pump power consumption. The coolant chosen was a 50/50 
Ethylene Glycol mixture and the pump efficiency was assumed to be 75%. From figure a, 
the pressure drop increases mostly linearly with flow rate. This is because the flow is 
laminar and major losses dominate over minor losses. The power consumption thus 
increases quadratically with flow rate as it is the product of pressure and flow rate. 
Although the pressure drop is rather high (~1 kpa) the power consumption is low due to 




Figure 91 – Pressure drop and power consumption for coolant flow across liquid 
cooled battery pack 
 
Next, we estimate the pressure drop across the whole coolant loop by including 
pressure losses for the heat exchanger and connections from the packs to the heat 
exchanger. The heat exchanger pressure drop was taken from the data referenced in Table 
20 and the pipe connections pressure drop was calculated with the pressure drop equation, 
assuming a diameter of 12.7 mm, 1 m in total length, and six 90° bends. Figure 92 shows 
the pressure drop and corresponding power consumption for each of these components. We 
can see that the heat exchanger and pipe connection dominate the pressure losses across 
the system. This is due to the flow cross-sectional area being relatively smaller in these 
components, with the cross section being around 130 mm2 for the heat exchanger and pipe, 





Figure 92 – Pressure drop and power consumption for different components in 
liquid cooling loop 
 
Finally, we add in the power consumption of the heat exchanger fans and chiller 
(data found in Table 20). Figure 93 shows the power consumption of the minimum, 
medium, and maximum cooling configuration as defined in Section 0. For each 
configuration, the power consumption of the pump (on the order of 10 watts) is minimal 
compared to the power consumed by the heat exchanger fans (on the order of 100 watts). 





Figure 93 – Power consumption of different liquid cooling system configurations 
seperated by pump, fan, and chiller 
 
4.5.2 Air Cooling 
Next, we estimate the pressure drop and power consumption for the active air 
cooling system with the Nissan Leaf cells, as shown in Figure 94. We used properties for 
dry air and a fan efficiency of 25%. From Figure 94a, we can see that the pressure drop is 
slightly non-linear with respect to air flow which is due to the greater relative effect of 
minor losses. Compared to the pumping of liquid it takes considerably more power to pump 




Figure 94 – Pressure drop and power consumption for coolant flow across air cooled 
Leaf battery pack 
 
 Next, we look to add other components in the air flow system. For our generalized 
design we assume this includes an air filter to prevent contaminants from reaching the cells. 
We found that pressure drops for pleated filters at these flow rates vary between 50 and 
135 Pa, with a typical value of 70 Pa. Figure 95 shows the total power consumption for our 
system with three different flow rates separated by power to pump air through the air filter 
and the battery. Like in the active liquid cooling case, the power consumed by the system 
is dominated by the components other than the battery pack itself Also, it should be noted 
that this estimate is likely low for any real system as it neglects pressure drops from other 




Figure 95 – Power consumption of different active air cooling flow rates by power to 
drive fluid through battery pack and air filter. 
 
4.5.3 Discussion 
When considering a liquid cooled battery design, the power required to pump the 
cooling fluid through the liquid cooling circuit is relatively small compared to the power 
required by the heat exchanger fans or a liquid chiller. Thus, the sizing of these components 
is critical to the power consumption of the device. For instance, adding a liquid chiller can 
significantly increase the power consumption but was shown in the thermal analysis to 
have a minimal effect on the temperature rise for fast discharge. It seems unjustified to add 
a liquid chiller for this use case, but further analysis should be done to see if chilling is 
useful for other reasons, as mentioned previously. 
Similar to the liquid cooled system, pressure losses for the active air-cooled system 
are likely to be dominated by components other than the battery pack, such as air filters. 
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Regardless, both systems tend to have total power consumptions of a couple hundred watts. 
If these systems are only run when DC fast charging a vehicle, lasting on the order of one 
hour per day, then the total energy consumed in one year will be on the order of 30-40 
kWh. If we assume a typical energy price of 10-15 ¢/kWh, then total yearly cost of 




4.6 Comparison of Thermal Management Methods 
Pooling the results from the previous sections we can make some general 
comparisons between the different thermal management methods. Figure 96 shows a direct 
comparison of battery temperature for 50 kW discharge under adiabatic, passive cooling, 
and active cooling scenarios. The SOC range chosen was 100%-20% and the initial battery 
and ambient temperature was 25°C. The active cooling for each battery is taken at the 
“medium cooling case” which includes a 170 W/K heat exchanger for the liquid cooled 
Volt and Focus and 1500 m3/hr of air flow for the air-cooled Leaf battery. Comparing the 
adiabatic case with the passive case, shows that the addition of natural convection does not 
reduce the maximum temperature by much, whereas active cooling significantly decreases 
the maximum temperature and the rate at which the battery cools down. Additionally, the 
active air cooling seems to outperform the liquid cooling. This is since the cell surface area 
exposed to convection is rather large thanks to its flat shape, and air flow is provided to 
both sides of the cell rather than one side like in the liquid cooling case. However, as 
mentioned before, exposing these surface areas to convection would require a significant 
amount of redesign to the Nissan Leaf module, whereas liquid cooling of the Volt and 
Focus packs is already present in the design. Also, liquid cooling allows for the battery 
pack to be completely sealed which will have advantages for safety and robustness. These 




Figure 96 – Comparison of thermal managmant methods for 50 kW discharge 
 
 Figure 97 compares the power consumption for the passive, active liquid, and active 
air cooling thermal management systems under the “medium cooling” scenario. We 
assume that the passive cooling will consume around 10 watts for small fans to exchange 
air with the environment as mentioned in Section 4.2. In general, the two active cooling 
cases consume around the same amount of power, on the order of 100 watts. Although air 
cooling consumes more power in this case, it does provide better performance as shown in 




Figure 97 – Comparison of thermal management method power consumption under 




4.7 Simple Life Estimates 
To estimate the amount of degradation of battery capacity in second life we adopt 
the battery aging model from literature as described in Section 3.6 and calculate the 
capacity loss for 10 years under the following four simplified use cases: 
1. No Cycling: calendar ageing of the battery if it was simply left in storage 
without cycling. 
2. No DCFC: the battery provides load shifting and solar storage but does not 
provide DC fast charging of a vehicle and includes a passive thermal 
management system. 
3. Passive Cooling: the battery provides load shifting, solar storage, and DC 
fast charging with only a passive thermal management system. 
4. Active Cooling: the battery provides load shifting, solar storage, and DC fast 
charging with an active thermal management system. This includes active 
liquid cooling for the Focus and Volt batteries, and active air cooling for the 
Leaf battery. 
For simplicity, the number of cycles per day and the ambient temperature for each 
scenario is kept constant. The conditions of the ageing scenarios are summarized in Table 
23. Each condition can contain two types of cycles: a house load shifting cycle, where the 
current draw is assumed low enough not to effect temperature, and a DCFC cycle where 
the temperature rises predicted by the thermal model are added as stress factors using 
Equation 47. The passive and active cooling conditions contain one house load shifting 
cycle and one DCFC cycle per day, while the ‘No DCFC’ condition has just two load 
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shifting cycles. The power draw chosen for the DCFC cycles was 50 kW. For each cycle 
the battery is assumed to be charged and discharged between 100% and 20%. The ambient 
temperature is assumed to be 25°C which is similar to the average ambient temperature in 
Phoenix, AZ [98].  
 










No Cycling 0 0 60% 25°C 
No DCFC 2 0 100-20% 25°C 
Passive 
Cooling 
1 1 100-20% 25°C 
Active 
Cooling 
1 1 100-20% 25°C 
 
 Figure 98 shows the capacity fade predicted by the model for each scenario and for 
each vehicle battery. We can see that even in the “No Cycling” case there is significant 
degradation in the battery even compared to the other cases with cycling. This enforces the 
findings from studies such as Neubauer et al. (2015) who determined calendar aging to be 
the dominant over cycling aging for electric vehicle batteries [4]. The “No DCFC” scenario 
sees slightly greater degradation due to the influence of cycling. Including DC fast charging 
as seen in the passive cooling case increases the degradation, even though the total number 
of cycles is the same. This is due to the increased temperatures seen by the battery during 
the DCFC cycles. However, when including active cooling methods, the degradation is 
decreased to near the same level as the “No DCFC” case, because the thermal management 
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system can reduce the batteries maximum temperature and increase the rate of cool down 
significantly. Despite this, the change in remaining capacity after 10 years gained by 
including active battery cooling is only around 2-3%.  
 
 
Figure 98 – Capacity degredation estimates in second-life under different scenarios 
 
 Overall, the model predicts a relatively gentle decline in battery capacity in second 
life, even when rapidly discharging with passive cooling. It is important to consider, 
however, that the methods adopted only models the decelerating fade portion of the 
batteries life. Experimental studies such, such as those by Martinez-Laserna et al. [38], 
have shown that the region of accelerating fade can be extremely important to the lifetime 
of aged batteries. Thus, there is a high degree of uncertainty to the degradation of these 
batteries in second life, and if a region of accelerated fade is reached, degradation would 
be much higher than is predicted by the model we used. Thus, in future work, it will be 
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important to study this phenomenon in greater detail for a more accurate prediction of 
system lifetime.  
Regardless of the possible inaccuracies of the model, the results of this analysis still 
show that the addition of active cooling does reduce the amount of ageing seen by rapid 
discharging and may even make it comparable to the same system without rapid 
discharging. Also, even if accelerated decline becomes a factor, temperature will still play 




4.8 Case Study Simulation of Realistic Use in Homes 
This section covers the results of the simulations of realistic usage of our concept 
energy storage device in homes. This includes its effect on energy consumption, energy 
expenditures, and vehicle charging. 
 
4.8.1 Home Energy Use without Storage Device 
Before running the case study simulations, it is helpful to quantify the energy usage 
in the homes prior to the addition of energy storage. Table 24 summarizes both the total 
energy consumption, production, and grid use for each of the three houses. Note that the 
total “household” energy consumption includes all loads other than electric vehicle 
charging and is higher than most homes since we assume that all the homes are fully electric 
and do not rely on any use of natural gas. The amount of energy spent changing an electric 
vehicle is also a significant portion of the total energy consumption. We then match the 
size of the PV array to generate enough electricity to match the total energy demand, 
meaning the net energy production of the house is zero. Despite this, there is a great 
temporal disparity between peak solar production in mid-day and the peak consumption in 
the evening when occupants are more likely to be at home and when vehicles are more 
likely to be charging. This means the homes still pull a significant amount of the energy it 
consumes from the grid, ranging from 69-81% of total consumption. This means 69-81% 
of solar energy produced by the homes is sold back to the grid. 
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Next, we estimate the electricity costs for these homes. We start by assuming that 
the homes are on the time-of-use plan offered by their utility company, except for Chicago 
where only a flat-rate plan is offered. All information on rate prices and times was taken 
from the Department of Energy’s “openEI” utility rate database [99]. The plans chosen for 
each city include: 
• Los Angeles: Southern Californian Edison, TOU-D-A Plan 
• Phoenix: Salt River Project, TOU Plan 
• Chicago: Commonwealth Edison Co, Residential Single Family with Electric 
Space Heat Plan 
Figure 99 compares the electricity prices for the summer months for all three utility 
rate plans. The Phoenix and Los Angeles plans have a mid-peak in the morning and middle 
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of the day followed by a peak in the evening and off-peak late at night. Chicago on the 
other hand has a flat rate price for all times of day. Also, the price of electricity is 
significantly higher in Los Angeles than in Phoenix or Chicago; this will have a great effect 
on overall electricity expenditures. 
 
 
Figure 99 – Comparison of utilty rates in selected locations for summer months 
  
Next, we calculate the total electricity expenditures for each home based on three 
scenarios for the feed-in-rate, choosing 100%, 50%, and 0% for the feed-in-rate meaning 
the user is compensated at 100%, 50%, and 0% of the current electricity price for solar 
energy sold back to the grid. 100% is equivalent to a net metering policy, whereas 50% 
may be more realistic in a future scenario if utility companies remove net metering policies, 
and 0% is an unlikely worst-case scenario.  
 Table 25, compares the electricity costs for one year in each home for each of the 














Los Angeles Phoenix Chicago
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is around zero because we set the net energy use to near zero, with slight variations in Los 
Angeles and Phoenix due to the changing electricity price based on time of day. Decreasing 
the amount paid for solar energy greatly increases the cost of energy, especially in Los 
Angeles due to the relatively high cost of electricity. Note we do not model the effect that 
using the time-of-use plan has on consumption behavior for the residence which may 
significantly decrease these costs. 
 
Table 25 – Comparison of utility rates chosen for each city for summer period.  
City 
Energy Cost 
100% feed-in-rate 50% feed-in-rate 0% feed-in-rate 
Los Angeles -$216 $1,781 $3,777 
Phoenix $173 $751 $1,328 
Chicago $17 $671 $1,326 
 
4.8.2 Home Energy Use with Storage Device 
Next, we simulate the use of our energy storage device in each home using each 
electric vehicle pack. We specify that each system uses the “medium cooling” active 
thermal management strategy defined previously. This includes a 170 W/K heat exchanger 
and no chiller for the liquid cooled Volt and Focus batteries and 1500 m3/hr of air flow for 
the Nissan Leaf battery.  
Table 26, shows the resulting change in energy consumption patterns after the 
addition of the energy storage device. The overall energy consumed by the homes increased 
by 1-3% due to inefficiencies in the batteries and power consumption of the battery 
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management systems. This is consistent with results from other studies such as Hittinger 
et al. (2017) [10]. The homes still pull a majority of the energy they consume from the grid 
however the batteries were able to reduce the amount of grid reliance by between 11% and 
25%. The reduction in grid reliance was higher in Los Angles and Phoenix compared to 
Chicago, which we hypothesis is due to low solar generation in Chicago during winter 
months. Additionally, the Focus and Leaf batteries were able to reduce grid use more than 
the Volt battery due to their higher energy capacity. It may be possible to increase the 
reduction in grid reliance by increasing the number of battery packs used per house or 
changing the SOC range in which the battery operates home storage, but this will include 
trade-offs with cost which should be studied in future analysis. 
 
Table 26 – Change in energy consumption for one year simulation 
City Vehicle 
Increase in Energy 
Consumption [kWh] 
Energy from Grid [kWh] 
Change in Grid 
Reliance 
kWh 
Relative to total 
consumption 
kWh 






Volt 363 2% 10,621 61% -20% 
Focus 441 3% 9,753 56% -25% 
Leaf 477 3% 10,335 60% -22% 
Phoenix 
Volt 322 1% 11,609 54% -15% 
Focus 407 2% 10,674 50% -20% 
Leaf 410 2% 11,272 52% -17% 
Chicago 
Volt 455 2% 15,825 62% -11% 
Focus 552 2% 15,018 58% -14% 
Leaf 608 2% 15,585 61% -12% 
 
Table 27, summarizes the cost savings calculated for one year for each simulation 
given the three different feed-in-rate scenarios described in Section 4.8.1. For the 100% 
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feed-in-rate (net-metering) scenario, the addition of the battery had minimal cost savings 
or actually increased energy costs. This is because the additional energy consumption cost 
outweighed savings from energy time shifting, especially in Chicago where there is a flat 
electricity rate. In such locations it may be better to gear the system more toward providing 
DC fast charging as it may provide greater benefits to the user. Decreasing the feed-in-rate 
to 50% or 0% increases the total energy savings due to increased self-consumption of solar 
energy. Savings are particularly higher in Los Angeles due to their relatively high energy 
prices. Still if we assume that the system will cost around the same as a Tesla Powerwall 
(~$10,000), most cases will likely not see a return on investment within 10 years except 
for the extreme 0% feed in rate in Los Angeles, and this does not consider degradation 
during second life. The energy saving could be increased, however, by changing the battery 
control algorithm to prefer cost savings over self-consumption or by utilizing more of the 
battery capacity for home energy storage rather than vehicle charging. Future analysis of 
these would be beneficial if any such device is to be constructed. 
 
Table 27 – Energy cost savings for one year simulation 
City Vehicle 
Decrease in Energy Cost 
100% feed-in-rate 50% feed-in-rate 0% feed-in-rate 
Los Angeles 
Volt $88 $602 $1,117 
Focus $102 $745 $1,387 
Leaf $69 $638 $1,207 
Phoenix 
Volt -$3 $156 $315 
Focus $10 $208 $405 
Leaf -$3 $173 $348 
Chicago 
Volt -$32 $93 $218 
Focus -$39 $118 $275 
Leaf -$43 $96 $235 
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Table 28 summarizes the amount of DC fast charging that was provided to the 
vehicles over the course of the one-year simulation. The total amount of energy delivered 
to the vehicle through DC fast charging was around 2000-2500 kWh, which accounts for 
around a third of the total energy demand for the vehicle (from Table 24). The average 
energy delivered per charge event was around 6-9 kWh which is roughly equal to 18-27 
miles of range which at 50 kW equates to charge times of around 10 minutes. It is expected 
that such at home fast charging would be particularly desirable to the user, but to determine 
if this outweighs the cost of the system should be the subject of further study. 
 
Table 28 – DC fast charging energy delivered to vehicle for one year simulation 
City Vehicle 
Total Energy Delivered to 
Vehicle 
Average Energy Delivered to 
Vehicle per Charge Event 
kWh kWh miles range 
Los Angeles 
Volt 2003 6.4 19 
Focus 2743 8.8 26 
Leaf 2246 7.2 22 
Phoenix 
Volt 2041 6.6 20 
Focus 2803 9.0 27 
Leaf 2313 7.4 22 
Chicago 
Volt 1876 6.0 18 
Focus 2539 8.2 24 





4.8.3 General Observations 
Looking closely at the results of the case study simulations reveals some general 
observations about how the system behaves. Figure 100 shows the temperature of the 
battery versus ambient temperature for the Volt battery during the first week of the year in 
Phoenix. During general operation the battery temperature follows the ambient temperature 
with some lag and dampening. This is as expected, as the convection rate is low compared 
to the thermal mass and the heat generation for low power applications is low enough to 
not significantly affect battery temperature. The spikes in temperature seen are when the 
battery is providing fast charging to the vehicle, but we can see that the temperature quickly 
returns to ambient thanks to the active liquid thermal management system. 
 
 
Figure 100 – Example of battery temperature for Volt battery during first week of 
the year in Phoenix home. 
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Figure 101 shows the battery SOC for the same Volt battery for the same first week 
in Phoenix. The black dotted lines show when charging events occur. The battery is 
typically charged up to 100% by mid-day when solar generation is high, then quickly 
drained in the evening if a car is charged. After which there is typically no additional solar 
generation and the battery is not used for the rest of the night until the next day. On 
Thursday when there was no charge event we see that the battery was left at the reserve 
SOC point of 50%. This reveals a trade-off inherent in the system, if the device had known 
that vehicle would not be charged that day, then the remaining battery capacity could have 
been used to offset house load but doing so would cause the user to forfeit any possible fast 
charging later in the day. Another problem is on days like Sunday when multiple charge 
events occur. The first charge event drains the battery, and without solar generation 
afterward there is no charge left for the next charge events and thus no fast charging occurs. 
This could be an issue that could be solved by allowing the battery to charge from the grid 
after fast charging, but this adds complexity to the battery management algorithm and 
might increase energy costs as this might include charging at peak times. Ultimately the 





Figure 101 – Example of battery SOC for Volt battery during first week of the year 
in Phoenix home. 
 
 Figure 102, shows the grid power draw both with and without the battery for the 
same time period of simulating the Volt battery in the Phoenix home. The addition of the 
battery in general dampens the use of the grid, however not after the battery has reached 
the minimum or maximum SOC. As mentioned, this is partially due to the trade-off 
between sending energy to the home or to the car. On most days the car charging drains 
most of the energy from the battery which leaves little to none for use in the home 
afterwards. This could be alleviated by changing the battery management algorithm to 
charge from the grid or by increasing the size of the battery such as using two battery packs. 





Figure 102 – Example of grid use with and without Volt battery during first week of 
the year in Phoenix home. 
 
 Close observation also reveals that the thermal management system was able to 
maintain safe battery temperatures throughout the simulation. Figure 103, shows the 
battery temperature for the Focus battery during one of the hottest weeks in Phoenix. 
Though the ambient temperature exceeded 40°C the thermal management system was able 




Figure 103 – Example of battery temperature for Focus battery during summer 
week in Phoenix home. 
 
Similarly, Figure 104 shows the battery temperature of the Volt battery during one 
of the coldest weeks in Chicago. The heating system maintains the battery temperature 
above 0°C even as the ambient temperate dips below -20°C. Additionally, the cooling 
system is not activated when DC fast charging, which allows the battery to maintain the 
heat generated during this time. 
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Figure 104 – Example of battery temperature for Volt battery during winter week 
in Chicago home. 
 
4.8.4 Discussion 
In general, the results of the case study simulations prove that the reused electric 
vehicle batteries can provide home energy storage and vehicle charging while maintaining 
safe operating temperatures. Results show such systems can reduce the amount of grid use 
by around 10-25%, but significant reductions in energy costs are only seen for cases 
without net-metering policies. Without a significant discount to the amount paid to the user 
for energy returned to the grid, there is little economic incentive to store and use one’s own 
solar energy. Additionally, inefficiencies in the storage system increased the energy 
consumption by 1-3% which degrades the energy cost savings. This would likely only be 
greater if the size of the system were increased to include two batteries, for example.  
Under the current control scheme chosen, the batteries were able to provide around 
1/3rd of the total electric vehicles home charging demand through DC fast charging, 
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typically providing around 20 miles of range in 10 minutes. However, on days with 
multiple charging events, the battery is typically depleted after the first event, leaving little 
to no fast charging for subsequent charges. This could be fixed by changing the battery 
control algorithm but doing so might increase energy costs. 
Looking at the results closely reveals trade-offs in the system between focusing on 
reducing energy cost, reducing grid use, and providing electric vehicle charging; as 
focusing in one area typically means sacrificing benefits in another. Ultimately, additional 
analysis is required to determine the optimal design of such a system and maximize 
economic feasibility. It would be beneficial for future analysis to focus on the battery 
management algorithms to determine the optimal energy flow between the battery, home, 
and vehicle. Doing so would require estimates of the relative value the user assigns to cost 
savings, reducing in grid reliance, and vehicle fast charging. Additionally, adding capacity 
degradation and resistance growth estimates to the simulation would increase the accuracy 
of performance estimates for our systems. Finally, adding simulations for the system 
providing back-up power would aid in determining total utility. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Results from the thermal studies showed that passive thermal management 
strategies are likely adequate for low power consumption applications like the less than 10 
kW typically required for powering a house. Even for low rates of providing DC fast 
charging to a vehicle, such as discharging at 25 kW, the battery does not reach dangerous 
temperature levels for most cases, before depleting. This is because the thermal mass of 
the batteries is high enough to absorb a large amount of the heat generated. Thus, the 
batteries see minimal temperature rise if the power draw is for a brief period of time, like 
would be expected for covering brief load spikes in a home or providing DC fast charging 
to a vehicle. However, the minimal amount of exposed surface area of the battery cells, 
and the low convection rates from natural convection mean that the batteries take many 
hours to cool down from any temperature increase under passive cooling. This increases 
the amount of time spent at elevated temperatures and increases the rate of battery 
degradation.  
The addition of active thermal management decreases the maximum battery 
temperature due to high power draw, allowing the battery to sustain discharge rates of up 
to 50 kW or more without reaching dangerous battery temperatures, even when accounting 
for uncertainty. Equally if not more important, is that active thermal management 
significantly decreases the amount of time taken to cool the batteries from a temperature 
rise; from hours under the passive cooling case to minutes with active cooling. Analysis of 
capacity loss during second life showed that this decreased time spent at elevated 
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temperature decreased the degradation caused by rapid discharging to the point where it 
matched a similar system without rapid discharging.  
Comparing active air cooling to active liquid cooling showed that active air cooling 
had slightly better performance, due to the large amount of cell surface area exposed to 
forced convection, even though the convection coefficients are lower than with liquid 
cooling. Despite this, none of the battery packs studied were originally designed for active 
air cooling, whereas implementing active liquid cooling for the Chevy Volt and Ford Focus 
battery packs requires considerably less remanufacturing of the battery pack. Additionally, 
liquid cooling allows the batteries to remain sealed which increases safety and robustness. 
Thus, we assume that active liquid cooling is a more practical solution, and still allows for 
very high rates of discharge. 
Analysis of thermal management power consumption showed that the pumping of 
liquid coolant consumed very little power due to the relatively low flow rate and the high 
efficiency of the pump. Thus, most of the power consumed by an active liquid cooling 
system is from the fans used in the heat exchanger. Additionally, adding a liquid chiller to 
the cooling circuit nearly doubled the energy consumption of the system without much 
decrease in maximum temperature or cooling rate for a rapid discharge. This suggests 
adding a chiller for these reasons is likely unjustified. However, adding a chiller for reasons 
of lowering the battery temperature below ambient temperature for long periods of time 
may significantly increase battery lifetime, but additional study is required in this area to 
weight the costs and benefits. Without a chiller, an active liquid cooling system is expected 
to consume around 100 watts during operation, which if operated for one hour each day for 
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vehicle fast charging yields a yearly energy consumption of around 40 kWh, which is 
relatively small compared to the total energy use of a home (typically >10,000 kWh). 
Analysis of power consumption for active air cooling schemes showed a similar 
amount of power consumption to the liquid cooling layout, with most of the power 
consumed by forcing flow through system components other than the cells themselves, 
such as an air filter. The expected power consumption of an air-cooled system is also on 
the order of 100 watts but varies greatly with flow rate. 
Estimates of degradation during second life showed around a 10-15% drop in 
capacity after 10 years with the inclusion of a thermal management system leading to 
around 2-3% less capacity loss. However, the model we adopted from literature only 
models the decelerating fade region of battery life, whereas experimental studies have 
shown that the accelerating fade region can be extremely important to the lifetime of second 
use batteries. Thus, further study of this phenomenon is required to increase the accuracy 
of future estimates. Regardless, results from our analysis show that active thermal 
management systems can successfully mitigate the accelerated degradation caused by 
increased temperature from rapid discharge. 
The results of the case study simulations proved that the proposed devices can 
reduce grid reliance by around 20% and provide an average of around 20 miles of range in 
10 minutes per fast charging event, all while maintaining safe battery temperatures. 
However, total energy consumption increased due to system efficiency losses and thermal 
management power consumption. Also, the energy savings were minimal unless the feed-
in-rate paid for solar energy was sufficiently low. Thus, the economics of such a device 
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will likely be highly dependent on the prevalence of net-metering rates in the future. If the 
device is implemented in an area with net-metering rates, then it might be better to gear the 
device more toward vehicle charging and less toward energy cost reduction to maximize 
utility. Also, we expect that home DC fast charging will be of great value to the user, but 
as the size of electric vehicle batteries and the availability of charging infrastructure 
increase, range anxiety may be reduced such that home fast charging is less desirable. 
Closer analyses of the case study results also revealed the trade-offs in how energy 
is used, as using more of the battery for home energy storage leaves less for vehicle 
charging and vice versa. There is wide variety of battery control schemes that could be 
chosen to balance these uses and maximize ultimate utility, but this is left for future 
analysis. 
Overall, the analysis shows the feasibility of repurposing electric vehicle batteries 
for home energy storage and electric vehicle fast charging. Further work is needed, 
however, to determine the economic viability of such a device. This would include an 
estimate of device cost as well as a survey of potential customers to estimate the value of 
reduced grid reliance and home DC fast charging to the user. Such information would 
inform the optimal selection of design parameters like heat exchanger and liquid chiller 
size, DC fast charging speed, and the best balance between energy storage and vehicle 
charging. Additionally, including an estimate of device cost will allow for comparison with 
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